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FROM FAMINE TO FEAST: THE GIVE AND TAKE OF FOOD 
IN A GLOBAL SUBSISTENCE ENVIRONMENT 

Laurence M. Carucci 

Montana State University 

Food is the primary transac:tional sllbstance fClr EnewetakJUjdang peoplp 
I Hepllhlic of the Marshall Islands} and its prodllction, preparation, conslllnp
tion and exchange arc central to how local people fashion and maintain social 
relationships ami how they construct identities. At the Salllf~ time. while the 
constitlltive properties of (ClOd have remained culturally vigorous, the foods 
thelllseives have changed radically under colonialism. In particular, rehabilita
tion attelllpts in tl](' post-nllclear testing era on Enewdak introdllced extraor
dinary rapid dietary changes in the cOlllnlllnity and resulted in the OllSpt of 
an epidemic of sedentary illnesses. The social practices that relate to (ClOd 
production and consllmption arc explored in this article providing a lens into 
the shifting ways in which viahle and vihrant id('ntities arc managed. A close 
collSideration of these (cl()(l-fl,lated practices also highlights the impact of 
an l'nlerging SC{'lIario of (lreign (lod dependency on the {'veryclay lives of 
lI){'mbers of this increasingly divPfse atoll sOl'idy. 

THE FOOD PRACTICES OF TIlE ENEWETAKIUJELANG COMMUNITY have 
shifted in dircct relation with changes in the social and environmental 
setting. Rather thall hringing stahility and a healthful life to the community 
as a whole and to its individual Jllembers, increasing colonial involvement 
has hrought greater instability. In particular, the community's unf()rtunatc 
involvement with U.S. nuclear testing ()llowing World War II not only 
increased people's anxieties about f(l()(is, it intensified the effects of global
ization. At first, comlllllJlity isolation Oil Ujelang led to conditions of famine, 
with correlative shifts in food practices and ideas about communal identity. 
Then, with the return to Encwetak, conditions of ncar-total dependence on 
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outside foods radically transformed the very ways in which Enewetakl 
Ujclang bodies were fashioned and I(Jrced people to renegotiate the rela
tionships they could embody through the use of food. These refashionings 
took place within people's bodies, in the community as a whole, and in the 
ways that the community related to others in a world that extended I~lr 
beyond the outer reef of Enewetak. As a result of people's dissatisf~letion 
with lif(~ on Enewetak, many of the atoll's residents have moved to Hawai'i, 
Hawai'i. Food practices on the Big Island, although patterned on long
standing dcsigns and experiences from Ujelang and Enewetak. have also, 
of necessity, been transformed at the same time thf'y have ref~lshioned the 
way that Big Island Enewetak people have come to conceive of themselves 
and have redesigned the relationships that they have built with others 
through the sharing and exchange of food. Tracking these changes demon
strates the centrality of food in the construction and maintenance of the 
viable and vibrant identities negotiated in social relationships among past 
and current-day Marshallese. 

Historical Background 

Like most atolls, in precolonial times, Enewctak provided an ample supply 
of land and sea {(locls for its residents as long as the population remained 
within acceptable limits and as long as typhoons spared the atoll of their 
ravaging cffects. These f(lods included a diverse array of fish and other 
marine fClOds along with coconut, breadfruit, pandanus, and arrowroot, the 
standard array of land foods that can be grown in the northern Marshall 
Islands. An outlier of the Marshall Islands in the central western Pacific, 
Enewetak benefits from a relatively large lagoon, abundant marine resourc
es, and a land area of approximately 2.7.5 square miles divided among 4H 
islets. Several islets have brackish water available, and fCl\lr sizable islets 
served as long-term residence locations in the historic past. As advanta
geous as these environmental eirculllstanees may have been in precolonial 
timcs, they proved equally attractive to outsiders and, tlwref(lre, came to 
be counterproductive for local residents. 

This section of the Pacific has experienced fClUr sequential waves of 
colonialism prior to independence in the mid- umos. The Spanish laid claim 
to the region following Savedra's brief'visit in 1.528, hut significant colonial 
effects came with the shift from whale oil to coconut oil in the latter half 
of the nineteenth century and, concurrently, with the arrival of ABCFM 
missionaries in the 1 H.50s. The German administrative era followed the 
Spanish, and late in the German era (lHH.5-WI4), a government-snpported 
schema was developed that sought to purchase major segments of the 
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northefll Marshall Islands to serve as copra plantations (Merz 1912). This 
scenario would have left Enewetak people living on three residential islets 
and nearly 100% dependent on German entrepreneurs. This schema was 
dismptcd by Gcrman involvement in World War I, but by late Japanese 
times (1915-1944), claims to ownership of Enewetak Atoll again had been 
made by a residcnt trade-store owner, Ijimariscn. Thc case ended up in 
eourt in Pohnpei bcl<Jre lands were eventually retumed to the community. 
Shortly thereafter, major segments of the atoll were simply appropriated by 
the Japanese military in preparation f"or World War II. 

Following the Battle of" Eniwetok in 1944, those residents who survived 
the battle wcre placed by American military officials on two small "Nativc 
Islands" along the northeastcfII fringe of the atoll. As if" these sourccs of 
dismption were not enough, residents of Enewetak soon became victims of 
the U.S. nuclear testing f()llowing the war, ami they suffered significantly 
as a result of the tests. Not only were they forced to live in exile for 
3:3 years on a much smaller and environmentally less well-endowed atoll 
that subjected them to waves of starvation, their cventual rdum to their 
home atoll in 19HO left thelll dismayed at the radical changes that had 
transf(lfI11ed the land and sea into a "Ncw Enewctak," a place where people 
found that they could not engage in their day-to-day subsistencc pursuits. 
At thc very 1II0lllent that people spoke of their "return," the repatriation, 
in social, psychological, and physiological terms, was not a return at all 
because it required the f(lfIliulation of a radical new set of social practices 
to adapt to thc artificial conditions of near-total dependence imposed by 
the United States. Under these conditions Illany major f()()d exchange 
events retained their familiar contours, but the altered content of thc foods 
began to seriollsly affect the constitution of local residents' bodies. Cycles 
of starvation, once the sonrcc of fear in the 1950s and 1960s on Ujclang, 
were now replaced with an array of new "reservation-style" sedentary 
illnesses that consumed people's nutrient-deficient bodies in epidemics of 
diabetes and heart disease. 

As a result of their disenfranchisement with life on the New Enewetak, 
pt-'opie began to moVt-' to Hawai'i, Hawai'i in 1991. This move prOvided 
access to hetter health care and improved schools, but it also forced people 
into conditions of poverty. Therefore, although food on the Big Island 
remains central to the way in which Encwetak people and other Marshall 
Islanders pcrpetuate ami bshion a mcaningfit! sense of Marshallesc 
identity, the economic constraints placed on Big Island Encwetak brnilies 
have extended the nutritiOlwl inadcquacies of dietary practices learned on 
Enewetak, even though the array of potential {(lOd options seems much 
broader in Hawai'i than in the outer Marshall Islands. 
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Food as an Index of the Social Condition 

Food has long been recognized as a central component of human endeav
ors. In Ancient Society, Lewis Hcnry Morgan imagined that the "Arts of 
Subsistcnce" were an important part of thc naturalized way that the earliest 
groups of humans foraged in their "restricted habitats" (198.5, 20), attempt
ing to show that human subsistence practices became more complex 
(marked by the transformation of edihles through fire or the transformation 
of natural gathering through pastoral or agricultural pursuits) as social 
relationships became more complex. In an analogous way, Malinowski 
didactically set food aside as a primary or "basic nced," an essential part 
of metabolism that he considered an "interaction culturally framed" 
(Malinowski Hl44, 91). Yet, the tautological idea that all societies must 
come up with some mechanism to sustain its membcrs reveals nothing 
about the uniquely cultural contours of "need fulfillment." As Sahlins points 
out (1976, 170 et seq.), the environment may present broad constraints on 
the foods that people consume, but what is actually eaten and how, why, 
when, and where it is caten are all ordered by conventions of culture rather 
than by the largess or stinginess of particular environments. The undeni
able regime of stmcturation provided by a certain cultural logic is certainly 
a critical component of food-related social practices. Yet, formative as it 
Illay be, it leaves concems of relativc power, the contested and confluential 
elements of various social milieus, and a variety of othl'r historical and 
contextual concems underexplored. These bctors arc readily apparent in 
the choices and practices of Encwt~tak!Ujelang people. 

Quite unlike Morgan or Malinowski, Marx recognized that "modes of 
subsistence" were inherently social forms rather than natural practices, 
even if, at thcir most formative historical Icvels, ht, thought they were 
necessarily communal (1964 ed.). Marx's insight, however, was rendered by 
thcorists like Radclifle-Brown (19,52 [1940]: 190-91) and Fortes (19.5:3) to 
mean that social stmcture provided the central driving force of the social 
ordcr; and other practices, including food aC(luisition, exchange, prepara
tion, and consumption, were secondary. Food, therefore, became a garnish 
that reflected, in the conceptual and gustatory domains, larger concerns in 
the society (Douglas 1984; Leach 20(H). In a similar way, many scholars, 
including distinguished Pacific scholars, have viewed f<)(ld as a core f~lcilita
tor of social interaction (Marshall 1981 ). Although this is certainly not I~llse, 
I argue that food not only bcilitates social interaction, but that it is the 
primary symbolic domain through which Marshall Islanders, at least, give 
a certain embodied order to social practices. These distinctions may seem 
subtle, but like the shift from a geocentric to heliocentric universe, I believe 
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they help liS move further from a Eurocentric view toward a view of 
Marshallese social action rooted in Ralik-Ratak and EnewetakiUjelang 
sensibilities. l In this view, food servcs as the central constitutional compo
nent of lived existence, not just as an amplifier of sounds that derive their 
resonant contours from anothcr sourcc. 

Food as Constitutive of Human Materiality: The Primary 
Marshallese Transactional Material 

In the Ujelang and Enewetak view, food provides far more than nourish
ment for the (preexistent) body. In the local conceptional view, newborns 
carry at their core the matriclan sllbstance of their mothers, whereas they 
are linked to their f~lthers by bloo(l,2 A person's core is shaped by clan, 
whereas cxternal featllres a[(-' linked to genitors, usually indexed by blood. 
Yet, at times, a WOlllan, just by dreaming about a certain man, can birth an 
offspring whose external fpatures are like those of the lover of her dreams. 
Growth processes, analogolls to those of plants (both termed "edrlck"), are 
promoted by consllming the prodllcts of the sea (these provided by men) 
and those of a certain parcel of land (provided by women and some by 
men). Through time, these products weave a person's core identity into the 
land, making them "one with" (or "the same as") that land. As they mature, 
and invest their own labor in the land, the land, reciprocally, becomes 
increasingly one with the person who has worked it. And since these same 
land parcels, on Enewetak, were worked by one's ancestors since the first 
Illoments of Enewetak time, one's sharedness with these ancestors is also 
made manifpst throllgh tllt-' working of land and through consllming the 
products of that land. As one becomes old and dies, their substance is then 
physically blended \vith that same land, filrther instantiating the ideas of 
oneness with that land. And products of the land, the "staples"-or what 
Marshallese call "real f()od"-are also at the core of what one eats. These 
f()ods, embodying an essencc that links a person's core lwing with the land 
on which that person labors, and of which s/he is an integral part, provides 
the consubstantial hase of a person's identity and of meals they consume. 
Indigenolls staples incllldcd breadfruit, pandanus, coconut and arrowroot. 
vVhen available, these staples remain important /()ods in contemporary 
times although their vallie has shiFted. 

It is also critical to eat fish and products of the sea or sky; yet these 
(like the men who fish or ensnare birds) shape the external features of the 
body, Eating large quantities of fish lends sheen and beauty to the body, 
but eaten alone, fish are not a true meal. They are more like "fast food" or 
"snacks" to be eaten on-tllf'-fly. In some ways analogous to Trobriand 
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Islanders (Weiner 1976: eh. V), Encwetak and Ujelang people certainly 
value the elements of youth and irresistible attractiveness. These qualities 
may be enhanced by consuming fish and other products of the sea, but 
such f(JOds are truly complements to a 1I1eal and contribute to external 
beauty rather than to one's core essence.'] A beautiful young man or woman 
has been well provided for by their (~lthers, but the sea products that make 
them externally attractive (and which corne from a common flshing domain) 
do not ground their core identity. Rather they are expressions of rank: 
both rank controlled by chiefs (who onc(' received all turtles, whales, and 
dolphins and then distributed them as they saw flt), and rank that is the 
manifestation of fishing (or bird-snaring) prowcss or comes from sailing 
skill that frequently accompanies flshing. 

A second, complementary set of social practices demonstrates the 
constitutive effects of food to Marshall Islands life. IV!jiriri (caring for) and 
its related form erwjidik(i) (to feed, fed, f'tc.) lie at the cow of a large set 
of "rf'lationship-making" practices (kokajiriri) that have long been vif'wed 
as distant analogues of Anlf'rican adoption. I have f'xplored these practicf's 
in another location (Carucci 20(8), but they provide an expansive domain 
in which f()od is actively employed to create rf'lationships and transmit 
components of identity. II" human bodics and corf' components of personal 
identitif's are made manifest through consuming ()()(ls with certain quali
ties, as noted above, it is e((ually truf' that relationship making is accom
plished, in large part, through feeding. Indeed, relationships can be made 
with f~lr grf'ater facility through feeeling than through birthing. FurthcrnlOrf', 
even relationships made through birthing alrf'ady inco'1)orate bod-sharing 
relations because newborns incorporate elemental charactf'ristics from 
their parents that are themselves contoured by other ff'f'ding and con
smnption practices. 

It is with this set of local ideas about food, feeding, and eating in mind 
that I believe we must rethink the primacy of f()od in Marshallf'se life. Food 
is f~lr more than the need to eat that Malinowski envisioned because 
Enewf'tak and Ujelang people's ideas of primacy refer to the very constitu
tion of human bodies and to the construction of certain types of identitit,s. 
Equally, in exchange, f()()(l is far more than a facilitator of social rf'lation
ships; it is the nurturing substance out of which social relationships are 
made. 

From Famine to Feast: The Global Made Local 

I would now like to move from this brief consideration of world view and 
social practices in the 1970s and early 1980s to a historical considf'ration of 
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the food practices of the EnewctakiUjelang community both before and 
since that tilllC. The rapid social changes f()rced onto the EnewetakiUjelang 
cOlTllllunity have proved traumatic in many ways, most particularly in their 
effects on subsistence, f()od usc, and body l(mn. Yet heart wrenching as 
these changes have been, they offer the analytic advantage of compressing 
the historical ef1ixts of global capitalism-processes often visible over long 
periods of time-into a short time frame, placing them in vivid relief. 

Changes in dietary practice are long standing among northern Marshall 
Islanders. Peterscn (2009) suggests that what he calls the "Breadfruit 
Revolution" substantially altered consumption patterns throughout 
Micronesia in precolonial times. Although thc development of indigenous 
hybrid breadfruit varieties had less signifIcant effects in the northern 
Marshalls than on more verdant atolls nearer the equator, they still contrib
uted to a more diversified diet. In the latter half of the nineteenth century, 
colonially inspired shifts to plantation-style copra production had even 
larger effects on dietary practices and on social relationships. A fairly steady 
stream of imports had only just begun to have substantial effects on outer 
island consumption patterns during the era of Japanese Civil Administration 
when the Japanese military began to appropriate local f()ods for their own 
use, subjecting local people to periods of famine. These conditions intensi
fIed as the battles of World War II progressed along the "Northern Road 
to Tokyo." 

Unfortunately, the end of the war did not bring an end to times of 
suffering for the inhabitants of the northern Marshall Islands. As is well 
known, Enewetak people along with Bikini people wcre both f()rcecl into 
exile by the United States after World War II to allow military forces 
to conduct nuclear tests on their home atolls. The effects of these moves 
on both groups was substantial, with Bikini people first facing starvation on 
Roneclik (Mason 1948) then, once moved to Kili, having to adjust their 
subsistence from fish-hased subsistence practices on a northern atoll with 
a large lagoon to a morc agri<:ulturally f()(:used approach to subsistence on 
a coral pinnacle, with a trea<:herous reef crossing and no lagoon resour<:es 
(Kiste 1967). The immediate effects included shifts to <:yclkal periods of 
famine, when winter surf made the reef crossing virtually impossible, and 
to alterations in gender relations and the division of labor because men, the 
primary fishers on Bikini, were f~lcl'd with considerable challenges to their 
standard f(mns of identity <:onstrnction. 

Enewetak people, moved frolll their homeland to the much smaller atoll 
of Ujelang in 1947, soon !:tced cycles of starvation ill their new horne. 
As with Kili residents, such traumatic alterations in daily food gathering and 
consumption practices forced a shift: in mental orientation. Many years later 
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the fear of famine that arose from these historical experiences would 
contribute to the willingncss of the community to accept any alterations 
to their current foodways with the rationale that "we will never again he 
hungry." In the short term, however, frequent famine forced Ujelang 
people to reinstate, or evcn elaborate on, many of the fc)()(l practices that 
people had used in pre-Japanese times just to survivc. Pikllkllk, an unleav
encd arrowroot loaf moistened with immature coconuts and baked in an 
earth ovcn, was a food inventcd (or reinvented) during this era. Other 
starvation foods such as "\eaf soup" or "baked pandanus mnner roots," 
pushed thc margins of "the edible" hlr beyond the recalled contours of 
historical consciousness. 

If local people's recollections are accurate, social n-'lations on Ujelang 
also moved toward a more radical separation of male and female roles 
during this period of time. Nevertheless, these conditions were not just the 
natural effects of cnvironment operating to give a certain shape to social 
organization. Rather, at precisdy the same moment that the United States 
focused world attention on Bikini and Enewetak as nuclear test sites and 
the center of technological developmcnt, U.S. policies toward the residents 
of the Marshall Islands rendered local people as marginal as possible in this 
internationalization process. These policies moved islanders back to tradi
tionalist styles of subsistence and handicraft: production that had be('n 
unknown for decades if not an entire century (U.S. Civil 1948). SOllie s(:'(' 
this policy as one that f~lshioned Micronesians into visible specimens in a 
"human zoo," but this particular zoo was largely lacking in an audicnce of 
attentive observers. Certainly, populist imagcs of island life in the postwar 
era depicted local people as quaint and amorous, if distant from the 
concerns of thc modern world (Moore 194,5, 1948; Markwith 1946). These 
dcpictions are particularly ironic, in that both the amorous and military/ 
political concerns of the so-called modern world were highly dependent on 
the direct sacrifices of the same islandcrs (O'Rorke 1986; Teiawa 1994; 
Barker 2003). 

With equal irony the Peace Corps volunteers, who werc sent in the 
1960s and 1970s to Micronesia on a self-help mission, became a principle 
inspirational force that led to greater dependence. Of course, the stated 
intcnt was quitc different-to improve American-style educational com
petencies (Camcci 200,5), to assist with small-scale agricultural enterprises, 
to set up purchasing cooperatives, and, in other similar ways, to eT\(:ourage 
local people to dedicatc themselves to development (Asselta 1971). Rather, 
as cycles of famine increased in frequcncy on Ujelang eluring the latc 1960s, 
as rats overran this small, isolated atoll consuming many critical starvation 
foods, and as the health of the aged and youngest members of the 
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conlJllunity lwcame increasingly endangered, a Peacc Corps volunteer on 
Ujelang convinced local people to stage a strike. Indeed, the strike proved 
salvational in that it brought some relief from abhorrent conditions, both 
financial and food related. But it also marked the bcginning of what would 
become a standard U.S. response to food shortage: the provision of a menu 
of highly processed staples that would eventually lead people to ncar-total 
food dependencE' and epidE'mic levels of diabetes and heart diseasE' (Carucci 
200:3, 200:3b). Although thcse food supplies were intermittent between 
1968 and 1979, with the return to Enewetak in 1980, they became a daily 
nE'cessity. Without other options, consuming imported foods was absolutely 
imperativE' to thE' sustE'llance of human life. 

From a foods perspectivE', what rE'mained constant throughout the span 
of two gencrations that f(Jllowed \,yorld War II was a focus on tilE' underly
ing constitution of acceptable mE'als. The cultural pattern rE'maincd one in 
which a full lllE'al had to have a f(lod and a drink, and the food portion had 
to contain a staple and a complement (cf. Carucci 1980; Pollock 1992, 28 
et seq.). As notE'd, the major changes dllfing this time frame, culminating 
with the repatriation of the UjclanglEncwctak community to Enewetak 
Atoll in 1980, involved the move from cycles of famine to an E'ra of "plenty" 
and, simultaneously, a move from nutrient-dense local foods during the 
timcs of starvation to nutriE'nt-hollow "faux f(lOds" in relative abundance 
following local people's return to Enewctak." 

TIlE' changes had othE'r substantial consequences as well. Obviously, 
long-standing cultural beliefs about the way that foods WOVE' personal sub
stancE' and idE'ntity together with the land from which the foods derived no 
longer fully aligned with the consumption of imported foods. Equally, 
through becoming ncarly 100% dependent on U.S.-supplied foods (at first 
this seemed a f~lir exchange to EnewetakJUjelang people given long-term 
U.S. use of Enewetak), the contours of clay-to-day existence were radically 
transfof11lE'd in the community. During the YE'ars I lived on Ujelang in 
the 1970s, most days of the wt-'t-'k we had to fish and gather to survive; men 
focust-'d on fishing and women on gathering (although, again, with men 
perf(lfI11ing certain hllld-bast-'d tasks of provisioning and women certain 
f(mns of fishing or sea collccting within the extcrior reef) (see Carucci 
1980: eh. IV). Throughout the W80s, there were virtually no land foods to 
gather on Enewctak, and during the 1990s, supplies of local foods increased 
at a very gradual pace, with coconut leading the way, pandanus a distant 
second, and breadffllit and taro lagging far behind. Even today, local f()od 
trE'es arc unc!t-'rproductive, and the produce cannot pOSSibly mcet the 
community's needs. Equally, although flsh arc available on Enewetak, trees 
to build anc! maintain canoes have l){-'en lacking f(lr more than thirty years, 
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and fuel for the outboard motor boats that had come to replace canoes is 
always in short supply. Under these conditions, fishing has moved from a 
near-daily pursuit for men to an occasional venture in support of major 
festive events. 

TIlE'refore, during the past thirty years on Enewetak, the ways people 
became interconnected with the land of their ancestors through daily labor 
was made impossible at the same time that the contours of the social order 
were also transformed. With women's gathering at an end and men's 
fishing radically curtailed, only a few residual elements of daily subsistence 
practices could be maintained. Women cooked and cared fix children, and 
men built onto their houses or worked on communal projects such as those 
f()cused on their church. But their fishing and collecting practices were 
substantially altered. Many young men and W01lleTi played cards or bingo; 
others dedicated f~lr too much time to drinking. 

With the daily physical routines of gathering and fishing interrupted 
and with a plethora of high-hlt complenlE'nts and low-satiety staples, the 
physical structure of people's bodies changed at an appalling rate. These 
processes were exacerbated by a lack of firewood on the New Enewetak, 
which made people highly dependent on small keroscne cook stoves and 
upon boiling or flying rather than baking and brazing. Within a decade, 
diabetes and heart disease were rampant, diet-related diseases that were 
virtually unknown on Ujelang. TIlliS, by interweaving their bodies with a 
particular segment of the global marketplace-a segment that depended on 
the cheapest staple f()ods and complements-memhers of the Enewctak 
community began to fashion JWW parameters of psycho-physical identity 
into their bodies. No longer were they made part of particular local land 
parcels, extended f~unilies, and clans through consuming the products of 
those lands. Rather they have come to be woven into the global market
place as part of an emergent underdass in relation to their American pro
viders. Although they are active agents who work to differentiak themselves 
from other members of this class, and while they shape f()()(ls in unique 
ways that reference EnewetakiUjelang and Marshallese identity in innova
tive ncw ways, they no longer control the full array of productiVE' processes 
that formerly allowed local people to shape all components of their own 
lives, defining and manipulating an environment from the first monwnt of 
life through death. 

The United States certainly initiated this exchange of inexpensive, 
surplus commodities beginning in the late 1960s. Nevertheless, Enewetak 
people also participated in the determination of its f(mn. They begged for 
larger quantities of polished white rice, rather than demanding nutrient
dense brown varieties, precisely because they had become accustomed to 
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white rice during Japanese tinlt's and accepted inexpensive American 
substitutes after the war. They accepted tea and coffee, with plenty of 
granulated sugar, as a substitute fi)r coconut that would take decades to 
grow on Ent'wetak, because these were the drinks they became accustomed 
to during earlier mOlllents in their various colonial encounters. They 
welcomed white flour (rather than requesting whole wheat) and readily 
fashioned it into edible products because they were already familiar 
with the "clean" white variety and quite unfamiliar with its "dirty" brown 
(nutrient-rich) wheat sibling. And, lacking firewood to make earth ovens or 
bake bread, doughnuts, and other high-Llt bakery items became the only 
staples that ft'adily could be made from flour. Therefore, following 
repatriation on Enewetak in 1980, with few local products to consume, the 
efft'cts of consuming faux fi)ods provided by the United States struck 
EnewetaklUjE'lang people with amazing rapidity. They continued to follow 
the long-standing practice of combining staples, complements, and drinks 
to produce "healthy" meals but with no understanding that the htux foods 
in every category lacked tilt' nutrient dt'nsity (/tUrri, "substance content") 
of local foods, they could resist Ilt'ither conditions of total dt'pendence nor 
tilt' nt'gative health eff('cts of an imported diet. 

What did not change with the rt'patriation on Encwetak was the way 
in which local people continue to rely on f()oc\ as the central operator in 
rdationship making. Relationships continue to be initiated and maintained 
through feeding. Foods no longer JlccE'ssarily make a person part of the 
land through transmitting elemental components of the land that are 
t'mbedded in each bite of filOd grown on a particular land parcel. Equally, 
labor Oil land no longer is the nonnative way of becoming one with the land 
(although it does continue to operate as one way to demonstrate this end). 
Nevertheless, participating in f()ocl provisioning, fi)od preparation, and the 
consumption of fi)ods that are thought of as "Marshallese f()()ds" or "Ujelang 
f()()ds" is still a core component of relationship making. If the rate of koka
jiriri relationships (so-called adoptions) has dropped, it is not because the 
feeding relationships at their corE' are no longer f(~asible. Rather, today's 
increasingly flexihle residence arrangements are manifest as new feeding 
rdationships that arc more similar to American notions of /i)stcrage (Carucci 
2(08). Intit'ed, owr the past fi)rty years, the t'xchanging of food has 
increased and f(~ast events, ill particular, have become inflated (in terms of 
quantity if not diversity of products) since the return to Enewetak. Similar 
trends, although with different constraints, apply to EnewetakiUjelang 
I)(-'ople OIl the Big Island, wllt're a sizeable segment of the community has 
chost'n to migrate. 
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Food and Identity in a Wider World 

If Enewetak people nibbled at the margins of global capitalism when they 
visited Majuro; and equally, if they fed on the spoils of capitalism on 
Enewetak (taking whatever set of foods and Etux foods the United States 
would provide), once people moved to Hawai'i, a migration that hegan in 
1991, they were surrounded hy a much more c1aborate display of capitalist 
merchandise, including foods. New constraints on consumption presented 
themselves, however, and the largest of these was limited income. Therefore, 
in spite of a wide array of goods available to them, much of this fiJOd is 
never purchased. In part, these food supply decisions are based on a lack 
of wealth relative to cxtended Lnnily size. In part, of course, such decisions 
are also based on f~nniliarity. Therefore, on Enewetak, the narrow range of 
foods on which people came to depend continued to be purchased on the 
Big Island. Cheap staples-polished rice, granulated sugar, bleached 
/lour-form the core of meals. In addition, the nutricnt impoverishment 
that accompanies such a diet continues as well. When I asked several 
women about these continuities, their answers were all similar to this 
response: 

Wcll, as you say, we could purchase corn or green bean(s) hcre, 
but we are unable (to purchase) the amount wc need to live. 
In this hllnily (ahout 18-20 lTlf'mbers), maybe we need seven or 
eight cans. But the amount of change required to huy seven tins 
will almost huy a (20-pound) hag of rice. With the rice, al\ of us 
eat for maybe two days. With the corn, it is gone right now. 

Indeed, in some ways, the Big Island diet has become less healthy since 
another long-standing cultural practice, slightly transfC:mlled, continues 
in this setting. When I11cn, the typical navigators, drive to town, they 
frequcntly return with treats for the young children. At times, these may 
be small toys but, more likely, the tn-'ats arc candy, cookies, or cola. Thc 
old Ujelang pattern was similar: a voyager would rdum with small tokens 
from a voyage. But if it was a provisioning trip, perhaps the sailors would 
bring coconuts or sweet green coconut husk (kanauei) from a distant locale 
or perhaps coconut crabs, lohster, or, on Ujelang, papaya (where the only 
actively producing papaya were on Kalo, at the furthest end of the atoll). 
Any unusual item was a trcat, but all of the fi)()d treats were highly nutri
tious. Current day fil()(} treats are all f~Hlx foods, typically "swcets," hilt 
lTlany also high in satllfated bts. 

Because the array of staples has contirnwd to he conditioned on the 
Big Island by practices routinized through nearly an cntire generation on 
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Enewetak, and while sweet treats limited in supply only by their cost have 
made the diet less nutritious, the array of complements has actually 
improved in a nutritional sense on the Big Island. Here the array of canned 
complements like corned beef and spam available on Enewetak have been 
replaced with frozen chicken or with laying hens that can be purchased 
inexpensively after they have passed the time of maximum egg production. 
Moreover, baking in outer-island style earth ovens, in-home ovens, or in 
ovens made from .55-gallon drums (for those in less urban circumstances) 
has replaced much of the frying that was a required routine on Enewetak. 
Therefore, on balance, dietary practices have not improved in a nutritional 
sense, hut neither have they regressed. Rather, sweet treats on the negative 
side are counterbalanced by a more Ilutritious array of complements 
(proteins) and cooking methods on the positive. Significant improvements 
in nutritional value, however, are not likely to occllr until income levels 
increase (e.g., Tarasuk, Fitzpatrick, and Ward 2(10). Until that point, life 
just above the poverty level, will keep Marshallese concerns about the costs 
of more nutritious f()Ods at thc front of their minds. 

Clearly, Big Island residents are not able to weave their identities into 
the landscape in the same way that was once possible on prewar Enewetak. 
Nevertheless, they do engage in sets of practices that draw on the same 
toolkit of identity Llshioning foods. First, as EnewetakiUjelang people pur
chaseclland in Hawai'i, and as they traveled back and forth to the Marshall 
Islands, they brought sprigs of pandanus, breadfruit, and other favored 
trees from their h01lle land parcels to plant on the Big Island. Using this 
llIechanism, continuities of identity could be f~lshioned in this new land 
(Carucci 2(02). Moreover, because of the greater richness of the Hawaiian 
landscape, Marshallese often bring home mangoes, breadfruit, coconut, 
and other land products that most residents of Hawai'i either purchase at 
the store or no longer eat. These products, as well, allow people to define 
thelllselves as "truly Marshallesc." Fish is a common part of the diet as well, 
occasionally fished, but mostly purchased from other flshermen friends of 
an EnewetakiUjelang community member. Getting rid of fish craving (jolok 
/Jatur), remains, in I1awai'i, a very Marshallese act. Driven by a primary 
Marshallesl' "npt'd," fresh fish arc hard to refiJse even if the price exceecls 
what a household head knows that s/he should pay f()r these items. 

As Chase Hensel has noted f(lr Yupik people in Bethel, Alaska, not only 
clol's food f(lfIn a primary Hll'chanism for identity construction, its contours 
shift systematically as people in Bethel move from rural to urban contexts 
(Hensel 1996: eh. IV). Indeed, for members of the EnewetakiUjelang 
community on the Big Island, f"ood continues to be linked to identity, but 
rather than weaving OIW'S person into an inextricable unity with the land 
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parcel on which one's extended family resides, food becomes a deictic 
marker for what it means to be Marshallese. On Ujelang, "ethnic"-type 
identities of this scale were used infrequently because there were few con
texts in which one's distinctive identity as Marshallese stood in contrast to 
any "others" of significance. Certainly, one would occasionally hear people 
contrast themselves with Chuuk people through food practiccs, most frc
quently noting that Chuuk residents were enamored with rotten flsh (unlike 
us [Marshallese]). More frequently, one would hear Ujelang people con
trast themselves with Marshall Islanders through their food practices, 
noting that Marshallese ate sea cucumbers or shark." In an inverse way, 
Ujelang residents noted that Marshall Islanders would not cat dog, whereas 
most EnewetakiUjelang people considcred it a delicious f()()d. In spite of 
this occasional reliance on f(lod as a marker of something like "ethnicity," 
there were a restricted number of occasions when self-definitions of this 
sort were relevant. In contrast, on the Big Island, where one's identity as 
an EnewetakiUjelang person, or as a Marshall Islander, is confronted with 
the contradiction of not residing in (or on) those locations,fi food becomes 
a much more critical deictic marker of something like an ethnic identity. 
Equally, on the Big Island, one's Marshall Island identity is continuously 
marked in opposition to a wide array of persons claiming k(l/Ha'airw 
Hawaiian, haole, Japanese Hawaiian, Sallloan, or a plethora of other identi
ties. Being Marshallese becomes mcaningful here because it supersedes 
the taken-feJr granted, and the usc of certain genera of foods~gathering 
and eating breadfruit, for example-becomes a marker of that large-scale 
identity. On Enewetak, eating a certain type of breadfruit, hetoktok, from 
a certain land parcel, contrihuted to much morc finely grained constructs 
of identity grounded in residence and interpersonal relationships including 
those of extended family and clan, but it had nothing to do with clefining 
one's self as Marshallese. 

Embedded in stories that circulated among Ujelang cOllllllunity mem
bers in the 1970s about starvation and hardship in the 19.50s and 1960s 
were sentiments that demonstrated just how people had survived these 
times through communal effort and sharing. Indeed, the sentiment in the 
1970s rt'lTlained that "all the people of Ujelang are simply one" (i.e., one 
large extended bmily, who shared as bmily as well). Much of this wf'aving 
together of the community as "one only" rested on the sharing of food. Yet, 
looking closely at Jack Tobin's feJod records from the 19.50s (Camcci and 
Maifeld 1999), or looking at my own records fr01l1 the 1970s, it is clear that 
sharing practices were less than e(111a1. The least well-nourished Eunily in 
Tobin's 19.52 survey consumed fewer than one-third of the calories of the 
best-fed brnily,' and the worst-fed bmilics in the 1970s eonsllmf'djllst over 
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half of the calories of well-fed families. (Perhaps it is not surprising that 
there are continuities through time such that offspring of the worst-fed 
families in the 19.50s are among the worst f(~d in the 1970s, the 1990s and 
even 011 the Big Island in 2003 and 2006.) 

In spite of stories that suggest "wc are all just one" and in spite of many 
documented occasions when food was shared among various extended 
Lunilies, the sharing may have ameliorated but did not eradicate subtle 
distinctions within the community that separated those who were well off 
from othcrs who were not well versed in the skills of life (what Marshallese 
term jetaZi). Although everyone sharcs food, sometimes less eagerly than 
others, the sharing does not eliminate internal distinctions of value in 
the community. And such value has long been constructed, in part, out of 
differential food-collecting, fishing, and hirding abilities. Because the most 
highly ranked foods, fish and other complements, contribute directly to 
external beauty, smoothing the skin and making it reflective and desirable 
to others, it is not surprising that the relative quantities of these highly 
valued foods separate those persons and Lunilies of highest value from 
others who have less access to such prime foods. Therefore, food creates 
distinction in its unequal distribution at the same time that the sharing 
of food is emblematic of community "oneness" and the eradication of 
distinction. 

On the Big Island, much as on Enewetak, food-sharing events, such 
as first-birthday parties (kccmem) and food-sharing events at Kurijm(!i 
(Christmas), Easter, "Coming Out of the Holes Day," departures, home
comings, and other timcs of the year, have been increasingly elaborated. 
MallY people now have "keelllem-like" events for graduations and birth
days, and mallY of the listed events have been further elaborated in 
their forms. Thus, in every sense, food sharing continues to interweave 
at the same moment that it creates a frame that differentiates. As othcrs 
haw notee! (e.g., Gershon 2007, 41)2), within diasporic communities, food
sharing events arc frequently focused around the church because, unlike 
events that were "grounded" in place-based exchanges betwt'en islets, 
districts, atolls, or land-parcel units, the church setting has come to be a 
site continuous throughout the global scene through which recontoured 
constructions of identity can be expressed. On the Big Island, a shift: has 
taken place in which exchanges that formerly took place solely among 
members of the Enewetak/Ujelang community are now shared among 
other Big Island Marsliallese. The bct that the EnewetakiUjelang comlllu
nity dominates this group, constituting perhaps .50% of its membcrship 
along the Kona Coast, has eased this transition filr those who trace their 
ancestry to Enewctak. Indeed, tht' sharing of fiJod, especially through 
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public exchange, continues to be the prime mode of "relationship making" 
on the Big Island. 

At the same time that sharing creates unity, those who give with greatest 
largesse are set apart from others who arc overwhelmed by the pace of food 
production in excess. The unlimited array of goods has certainly led to an 
elaboration of food sharing. Although the array of edibles has becn elabo
rated in certain ways~through the addition of such feast foods as "potato 
salad," for example~it has also receded ill a variety of other ways (the loss 
of earth-oven-baked unleavened bread, YlurhutoYl, or unleavf'ned haked 
arrowroot bread, pikllkuk). Indeed, many (ilOds once readily available on 
the outer islands of the Marshall Islands aw If'sS frequent. Yet, whf'n they 
appear, as imports from the Marshall Islands, they arc hyper-valued because 
of their scarcity on the Big Island. What has increased unabashedly 
has been the overall quantity of food given along with the frequency of 
food-sharing events. 

In combination, these new events place great strain (,Vf'n on thf' most 
pojak (well-preparcd, well-situatcd, or literally ready) of participating 
families. One well-positioned bmily on the Big Island sold thf'ir car to gd 
enough money to lwgin to plan for their granddaughter's first birthday cel
ebration. Then, after calculating the costs of such a celebration amI wf'igh
ing their options, they decided to send the mother and f~lther of the child, 
along with the inhmt, hack to the Marshall Islands to hold the keemem 
rath~r than face the extraordinary costs of such an event OI} the Big Island. 
In spite of the fact that they contributed considerable smns to the 
Marshallese kecmem, the expensivf' trip provcd a less costly way to approach 
a first-birthday celebration when compared to their attempt to stage a local 
event. In this case, five mcmbers of this large eXtt'nded household were 
working full time but only one with an above minimum-wage job. The main 
househ~lld head and his wife had given up on their full-timc jobs to reinte
grate the various segments of their Eunily who were spread out along the 
entire Kona Coast of Hawai'i. Even thollgh this was a highly ranked bmily 
in the Marshalkse community, withollt those sources of income, a local 
keemem of any scale was not an option. 

On the other hand, in another case, two adult twillS, memhers of the 
transnational Enewetak community, one from Majuro, the second from 
Honolulu, came from their homes to stagf' a special eomhined keemem for 
their children/grandchildren on the Big Island. This, too, was a costly ewnt, 
but combining the keemems allowed for a more impressive event. Moreovl'r, 
because one of the adult male twins was a candidate filr Mayor and the 
second was planning to run for the Senate seat from Encwetak, the event 
proved to he a timely occasion to garner support for their candidacies 
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among Big Island Enewetak residents. Multifaceted in intent, identities 
could here be interwoven and distinguished through a single event. 

From Famine to Feast 

Food frequently forms one of the most meaningful and lasting markers 
of identity, even among people who retain no significant connections to a 
homeland or to ethnic group members outside of their own families. Rituals 
of lefse production and consumption are common among a number of my 
Norwegian fricnds in Montana who, in other respects, have only residual 
links to their Scandinavian heritage. Comparably, my own mother of British 
and French stock studiously studied under the tutelage of my half-Italian 
aunt to learn to cook sumptuous lasagna and other types of Italian cuisine 
that constitute my hunily's strongest link to any type of "Italian-ness." 
Similarly, filr EnewctakiUjelang people, Marshallese food (mona in Majel) 
is discussed as a central component of what it means to be Marshallese, 
no matter how radically the consulllables that people ingest have been 
transformecl during the colonial era. Given the formative position of foods 
ill shaping the bodies and kin networks of EnewetakiUjelang people, it 
should come as no surprise that the physical and social sources of food, the 
cultural contours and content of filOd as a consumable, and the ways it is 
shared with others makt~ food a vastly richer symbolic medium for fashion
ing and flaunting identities than is the case with my mother's lasagna. From 
linkages that are produced by consuming the coconut toddy of a certain 
tree to the shared message, "we arc all Marshallese," conveycd through 
eating rice and fish as finger food, the multidimensional ways that food 
produces and expresses the characteristics of persons and groups of Marshall 
Islanders is tmly stupendous. 

Food's identity-embedding significance has been maintained in spitc of 
its massive transfimnation under colonialism. Since the second half of the 
nineteenth century, commodity capitalism has provided many working 
materials Marshall Islanders havt' used to transform their lives. The 
long-term outcome has bt'cn a loss of control over a large number of daily 
routines that allowed people to maintain food self-suffiCiency (Carucci 
1980: eh IV). For EnewctakiUjelang people, the newly adopted subsis
tence routines and practices has resulted, in a very short time frame, in 
tIlE' exchange of bodies that were exemplars of physical strength and health
£illness fc)r bodies floundering in folds of fat, diseased with diabetes and 
arteJiosc\erosis. 

Nevertheless, in spite of the radical shifts in food provisioning and the 
deleterious effects manifest ill people's bodies, food remains a core trans
actional medium filr Marshall Islanders. Indeed, the supply of food is no 
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longer limited by local environmental conditions but only by availability in 
local markets and the purchasing abilities of any extended hllnily. If work
ing a particular parcel of land and consuming the products of that place no 
longer provide a consistent primary practice that inteIWcaves the identities 
that a people and landscape share (as di Enewetak and eli Ujclang: the 
people of the place and the place brought into being by centuries of labor 
of its people), consuming foods secured by l~lInily or cOlllmunity members, 
preparing those foods in certain ways, and exchanging and consuming them 
with others in accord with culturally proSCribed mles are as important as 
ever. Indeed, particularly at feasts, these communal practices have been 
intensilled and elaborated. With migration to urban and transnational 
locales, the sharing and consumption of I()()ds has become an even more 
iconic process that marks "who we are as Marshallese," as EnewetakiUjelang 
people, or as a particular family claiming ongoing rights to a specific place 
on Enewetak, a place associated with certain foods. 

There are numerous ambivalences in these processes, but those 
uncertainties are equally important markers of thc contours of life ill the 
contemporary worlds of EnewetakiUjelang people today. Hesidents of the 
New Enewetak worry about a new era of starvation in a world where they 
are dependent Oil uncertain funding sources to maintain supply ships that 
provide them with their food. EncwetakiUjelang people in Majuro now 
apologize to guests t(lr not having prepared any food for a midday llIeal. 
Those apologies mark a recently emerging social practice in a place where 
jobs are in short supply and there is not cnough money to purchase l(lOd 
for three meals each day. And on the Big Island, EnewdakiUjelang people 
debate the importance of a properly elaborated IIrst-birthclay celebration 
in relation to the cost of fuel, telephone service, or the payment of a past
due notice on a parcel of land. These discussions are a means of negotiating 
the effects of def~lUlt in anyone domain on a bmily's ahility to project 
and maintain a feasible and empowered identity in communities of varied 
contour and importance. 

In the bce of such diverse circumstances and in the context of a 
concomitant set of rapid and substantial changes, f()()(l retains its central 
symbolic place in relationship making and in the bshioning of meaningful 
social identitics. These new identities are certainly less self-assured than 
in the past, precisely because the symbolic molecules out of which they 
are htshioned are no longer entirely of local provenience. Nevertheless, in 
daily practice, their principles of combination still allow EnewetakiUjelang 
people in many different locales to see the products and operations as 
uni(luely their own. This new set of practices-moving f(lOds from place to 
place aeross an ever-expanding international landscape, combining staples 
and complements in innovative "Marshallese" ways, and exchanging and 
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consuming foods in accord with principles understood to be of primordial 
vintage-demonstrate the vitality and centrality of food in the construction 
and maintenance of the vibrant contours of living persona and of social 
relationships among Marshallese in the current day. 
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NOTES 

I. Halik-Hatak arc indigenons designations for the windward-being and leeward- (or 
rear-) facing chains of the contemporary Marshall Islands. 

2. This does not nll"an we should presullIe that "blood" tics arc anything like what 
AmericallS nH'an by "hlood:' a symbol which has shifted its content Significantly from 
the timp of Lewis I [elllY Morgan ( 11l77) through the investigations of David M. Schncider 
(I H(8). Schneider contends his i\nll"rican consultants Illeant something like "shared 
biogpnctic snbstall('p" by blood, whereas consanguinity for Morgan was prebiog(~netic, 
imdving flows that linked beav('rs and humans in conllnon pursuits of morality awl 
industry (McKinnon 2001: 271l-1l1l). 

:3. Ujelang people certainly recognize that this is a cnltural model with diUt'rential 
efft,cts OJl diHi'rpnt types of humans. They frequcntly laughed at nil" when I felt Icthargic 
aftpr not eating any fish or other cOluplemcnts during timcs of starvation. Indeed, tlll"y 
had already theorized that Americans were differcnt constitntionally, because they 
simply surmised (correctly) that [ was It'eling wt'ak awl lethargiC, [ did not tell thclll. 
And the) said that the cause was "I)('caus(, I was a dipalk 'white person/American: not 
Marsilaliese." (As [ have' noted elsewhere, in many oth('r circnmstances, they would say 
[ was Marshaliese, but iu this bodily ("()nstitlltion sense, they posited that I was di("krent.) 
[n their thinking, AIllericans ll('eded cOlnpleIllents (l1sh/nlE'ats) because th"y were 
differently wovpn into thpir corp identity (whil"il Ujelang people know has IllOf(' (,()lllpO
nents translllitted through Illales), than is tnl(' (lr thelllseives, where on("s core identity 
conl('S ("rOln Oll(''s Inotll('r's clan and is vivilled by staples: lan(l (locls, which th(~lllsplvps 
arc associated with W(lnH'Il. 

-t. I say in "rclatiV(' allllIldance" because the U.S. promise to care (lr the Illltritional 
necds of Ew'wdak people hpld LIst ftlr the IIrst decade and a h,llf alter their return to 
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Enf'wdak. But in 1H97, the [lrst threats of a new wave of hunger periods stmck the atoll 
when promised supply ships did not arrive (m time. This Idt the COllllllllllity in greater 
panie than the times of starvation they had experiellced 011 Uielallg ill the 1970s because, 
if the cOllllllunitv wcw to conSUJlle local (Iods Oil Enewl'tak, th(,y would be' forced to 
break the U.S.-i;llposed tabu against eating local foods, and wt: thcy would havc' no 
choice but to eat a radioactive diet that would lead thc'lII to a slow death rather thall Ilot 
eat foods frolll talmed locations, which would lead them to amon' illiulediatc cnd . 

. 5. EncwetakJUjelallg people thought these foods were despicable, and shark, ill particu
lar, was prohibitpd to thpm because of the totcmic tabu associated with the shark clan, 
eli Pako. \Vhile this dan vws dying out, llIany people carried "the blood of di Pako" 
(through male links with this doomed matriline), and these patrilaterallinks were strong 
enough to calISe them to honor the tabu. 

6. di Ujelang mealls IIrst awl forelllost, "a person of Uic·lang" although, of course, 
Ujdang is far more thall just a physio-geographie loeation. 

7. It is estimated that the worst-It'd versllS the I)('st-kd f,ullily 011 Ujeiallg in W52, 
during a time of (lOd shortagc (but not a severe f,ullinC'), consllllled the (Il\owing 
perccntages of au ideal U.S. RDA did (see Table I). 

TABLE 1. U.S. RDA ideal level. 

Nutricnt 

Calories: (2,.538 target) 
Cholesterol 
Sodium 
Fiber 
Iron 
Vitamin A 
Vitamin C 
Calcium 
Protein 
Carbohydrate 
Total t~lt 
Saturatcd Elt 

Asselta, Hick 

Worst-(·d Ellllily 

31% 
21'YrJ 

,5')( 

I :3~;') 

:32% 
3% 

19% 
11% 
2.5% 
:37% 
2.5% 

101% 
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9:3% 
67% 
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6:3% 
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131% 
42% 

109% 
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LATE-PLEISTOCENE AND HOLOCENE OBSIDIAN TRANSFER 
IN THE BISMARCK ARCHIPELAGO, PAPUA NEW GUINEA 

Matthcw C. Leaveslt,y 

University of Papua New Guinea 

Caroline Read 
'Wellington, New Zealand 

Obsidian analysis allows f<)r archaeologists to in\"('stigatc notions of trade and 
exchange over vast areas or land ali(I sea. Ile[(~ we [('port the results or Particle 
Induced X-ray Elllission-Particle Indnced Canlllla-Hav Emission analvsis 
undertaken on obsidian excavated from Buang Merabak, a Plcistocell(' :ave 
site in ccntral Nl'W Ireland, Papua New Cuinea. Although the dataset is 
relatively s1llall, it providcs ncw information reflecting cultmal cOllllectivity 
as mrly as 20,000 (uncalib) bp. Also, it provides a valuable opportunity to 
re-cvaluate some prc-('xisting lIl()(kls of trade and exchange. The data support 
the notion that tlwre may havl' bccn lllon~ than one trade/exchange network 
in operation dming thc PI('istoccne and, also, broadly supports the 
SllIllln('rhay('s spatio-tc1lIporal 1lIodei f<)r th(' mid- to lat('-Iloloc('n('. 

THE DISTRIBUTION OF OBSIDIAN is particularly usc/ill in moclelling 
prehistoric trade/exchange networks. In the Bismarck Archipelago, much 
pioneering research was undertaken by Wal Ambrose and, subsequently, 
has been picked up by Sllmmerhaycs, Specht, Fllllagar, White, Torrence, 
and others. Here we present and descrihe new clata from obsidian artefacts 
recovercd from stratified deposits at Buang Merahak, central New Ireland. 
Although the dataset is small, it provides additional information to that 
already puhlished reflecting ohsidian distribution patterns in the Bismarck 
Archipelago. 

p([CifiC Slur/iI'S, Vol. :34, No. l-April2011 
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Obsidian Transfer in the Bismarck Archipelago 2.5 

Background 

Obsidian is used widely by Pacific archaeologists to describe trade and 
exchange networks because it is relatively easy to identify its origin through 
dwmical analysis. Here we compare obsidian artefacts excavated from 
central New Ireland with other artefacts recorded from across the Bismarck 
Archipelago. In this region, there are four identified obsidian source areas 
each containing a number of gcochelllically distinct obsidian deposits 
(Summerhayes 200:3). 

There are two models of obsidian distribution currently being discussed 
in the literaturc: one identified as occurring during thc late-Pleistocene and 
the other during the mid-Holocenc. Results of chcmical analysis of the 
obsidian transft~rred during the pleistocene from west New Britain into 
New Ireland is proposed to reflect two distinct obsidian distribution 
networks (Allen 2000, 1.52; Leavesley and Allen 1998: 71-73). The mid
IIolocene distribution model, proposed by Summerhayes (2003), is specific 
to Lapita sites and suggests different sources of obsidian were used over 
time. 

The combination of carbon dating and stratigraphy recorded from 
Matenbek and Buang Merabak, indicate that the first moverncnt of west 
New Britain ohsidian into New Ireland occurred at or immediately prior to 
the height of the Last Glacial MaximulIl (Summerhayes and Allen 1993; 
Rosenfeld 1997). To determine transfer routes, Summerhayes and Allen 
(199:3) chemically analyzed a sample of the Matcnbek obsidian assemblage 
using the Particle Induced X-ray Emission-Particle Induced Gamma-Ray 
Emission (PIXE-PIGME) technique. The results show obsidian deposited 
in the late-Pleistocene was sourced predominantly from Mopir but with 
some samples cOllling from Talasea sources. 

Density analysis of fifteen of the sixteen obsidian artefacts previously 
excavated from Buang Merahak, SQ2B (see Table I), suggests the majority 
of the artef~lCts came from Talasea (12), whereas a small number came 

T ABLE I. Summary of Obsidian Data From SQ2B (Rosenfeld 1997, 
221). 

Period 

Late-HolocPllc 
Earlv-i iolocPlle 

PIC'istocc'lIC' 

Samplc' alld sOllrce 

:344:3, Talasea; 3444. Talasea; :344.5, Talasc'a; :3446, Admiraltv. 
:3447, Talasea; :344H, Ullsollrcec\; :344(), TalasC'a; 34.50. Moptr; 
:34.51, Talasea; :34,52, Mopir; :34.5:3, TalasC'a. 
:34.54, Talasea; :34,5.5, Talasea; 34,56, Talasca; :34,57. Talasea; 34.58, 
Talasea. 
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from the Mopir (2) and the Admiralty Islands (I) (Hosenfeld 1987, 221). 
Althongh the sample size from this low yielding excavation is small, the 
source trend is inconsistent with the Summerhaycs and Allen (188:3) 
Matenhek results. The proximity of the excavation sites (120 km distant), 
the relatively contemporaneous nature of' the deposits (late-Pleistocene), 
and the distance hetweE'n the obsidian sources (.5.5 km apart) (Lcavesley 
and Allen 189<'l; Allen 20(0), suggE'st that there could be two differE'nt 
E'xchange nE'tworks rE'flE'ctE'd. Subsequently, Allen (2000, 1.54) has suggest
ed that, if this pattern can he suhstantiated, then it might indicate "morE' 
direct" transfer possibly including direct voyaging from Talasea to central 
New Ireland. 

The mid- to late-Holocene obsidian distribution model described by 
Summerhayes (2003) is summarized in Table 2. This model prcsents two 
spheres of obsidian distrihution occurring over tillle. The first is a southern 
nctwork out of' west New Britain, and the second is a northern west to east 
network out or tilE' Admiralty Islands. Although obsidian from both areas 
occurs throughout the seqnence, Summerhayes demonstrates through 
chemical analysis that obsidian from the west New Britain dominates the 
early-Lapita assemblages, whereas the latter arc dominated by the Admiralty 
Islands sources. 

Buang Merabak Samples 

The 1<'l obsidian artebcts described here were excavated from TPIA anel 
TPIB during the years 2000 and 200 I. All are small and highly reduced. 
They have an average length of 13.4 IIlIll (range 8..5-1.5.2.5 1Il1ll) and weight 
of 0.6.56 gm (range 0.2-1.<'l gill) as per Tables ,) and 4. 

TABLE 2. Summary of Obsidian Source and Distributions Following 
Summerhayes (2003). 

Period 

Early- I .apita 
Middle-Lapita 

I .atc-I .api ta 

Post-I.apita 
transition 

Years BP DistributioJl 

:3:300/:3000 - 2HOO WNB sources dOlllilJate aCfOSS the eJltife BA. 
2900 - 2700/2600 Admiraltv SOllfCCS dominatc the eastern BA (NI 

& ENB)'and \VNB sOllfces dOlllinate in \VNB. 
2700/2600 - 2200 Adllliralty SOllfces continI\(' to Ilominate N 1 hnt 

\VNB sources expand into ENB. 
2200 - 1600 Adllliralty sOllfces contilllll' to dOlllinatp in NI 

while \VNB sources increase their dominance in 
ENB. 

Abhreviations: \VNB, west New Britain; BA, Bislllarck Archipelago; Nl, New Irclall(l; 
ENB, cast New Britain. 
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TABLE :3. Metric Data Obsidian Artefacts From TPIA and TPIB, 
Buang Merabak. 

ArteLlct # TP Spit L W Th Plat L PlatW Wt 

BM#I TPIB fi 9 . .5 1.5.75 2.75 l.l 1.9 0.3 
BM#2 TPI/\ H 12.fi 16.7 .5.5 :3.H.5 12.H 0.9 
BM#:3 TP[B 12 11.4 IH.:3 4.5 2.7 2.5 0.9 
BM#4 TplB 12 11 .. 5 1.5.:3 2.7 0.01 0.01 0.3 
BM#5 TplB 4 14.H 10.7 3.4 1.,5.5 ,5.0.5 0.4 
BM#6 TPIB 14 20.7 17.05 6.6,5 7.8 fi.6 1..5 
BM#7 TPIB IH IU)5 1.5.95 1:3.o.S ddacil('d ddach('(l l.H 
BM#H TplB 2H 10.2 6.1.S 2.H5 0.05 l.0 0.1 
Blvl#9 Tp[/\ 1:3 12.2 14.4 2.:3 :3..5 ,5 .. 5 0.5 
BM#IO TplB 10 1,5.2 14.2 ,5.1 4.0,5 10 .. 55 1.2 
BM#II TP[B D I.S.0.S I l. I :3..55 l.D,S 5.1 0..5 
BM#12 Tp[A 1.5 16.1.5 14.9,5 :3.5 2.4,5 7.2,5 O.H 
BM#I:3 TPIB lfi lfi.2,S 7.D.5 l.H5 l.7 4.2 0.3 
13M#14 TPIB 16 10.4,5 7.3 2.27 0.995 2.35 0.2 
BM#1.5 TP[B 1.5 10.4 1:3.4 2.2,S 2.2 fi.4,5 0.2 
BM#lfi TplB 15 1:3.4.5 6.2 ,5.1 N/A N/A 0.3 
BM#17 TPIB 1.5 1:3.40 4.2 5.05 4.1.5 1.8.5 0.2 
BM#I8 TPIB 21 15.25 Il.l,5 5.6,5 1.65 l.2 1.4 

Me,ISn[('IlI('nts are in Illillillletns or grallls. Abhreviatiolls: T1', test pit; L, pereussioll 
lellgth; W, width at right angle at llIidlellgth; Th, thickncss at llIidlellgtli; Plat L, platrorm 
length; Plat W, platfc)I"]lI willth; Wt. weight; 13M, Buang Merabak. 

Tlw Buang Merabak ohsidian samples appear in stratigraphic contexts 
consistent with what is known from other sites in New Ireland (see 
Table .5). However, one sample (BM#H) appears to deviate from this having 
been excavated from unit 4. Elsewhere in the region, obsidian has never 
been recovered from 27,000+ hp levels. The occurrcnce of BM#R in 
Unit 4 could reflect post-depositional downward movement given the lack 
of obsidian from layers or a similar age from other New Ireland sites and 
its location in tht-' very top spit of Unit 4. Only a few rnillinwters of 
downward 1II0VelT1t-'nt within thc sediment column would be required to 
move this sample from Unit :3 to Unit 4. Given this, for the purposes of 
this study, sample BM#H is considered to be from Unit 3 and, therefore, 
is considered to have bcen deposited with the other artefacts around 
20,000 (uncalib) bp. 

Chemical Analysis 

Obsidian is a volc:anic glass that limns during eruptive activity. The chemi
cal composition or obsidian can rangc from «basaltic" to «rhyolitiC," although 
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TABLE 4. Morphological Features of the BM Obsidian Artefacts 
(TPIA and IB). 

Artrfact 
Artrfact # designation 

BM#I 
BM#2 
BM#:3 
BM#4 
BM#.5 
BM#fi 
BM#7 
BM#il 
BM#9 
BM#IO 
BM#II 
BM#12 
BM#I:3 
BM#14 
BM#15 
BM#16 
BM#17 
BM#lil 

ORF 
Flake 
Flake 
Flake 
Flake 
Flake 
Trapezoid 
Bipolar flake 
Flake 
Bifacial flake 
Flake 
Flake 
Flake 
Flakc' 
Flake 
AF 
Flake 
Flake 

# dorsal scars # ventral scars # dorsal ridgrs Termination 

6 
2 
4 
7 

1:3 
9 
2 
4 
.5 

12 
4 
fi 
2 
2 
2 

N/A 
:3 

14 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
1 
o 
o 
o 

15 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

N/A 
o 
,5 

4 
:3 

2 

2 
2 
4 
2 
4 
2 

N/A 
1 
:3 

Feather 
Fc'ather 
Step 
Feather 
Feather 
Step 
SHap 
Bipolar 
Stepe) 
Feather 
Feather 
llinge 
Snap 
Snap 
llinge 
N/A 
Feather 
Step 

Abbreviations: 13M, B\lang Merabak; OHF, Overhang removal flake; AF, Anglliar 
fragment. 

predominantly it forms in more silicions (rhyolitic) volcanic events. This is 
because rhyolitic events are more explosive enabling the f(mnation of pyro
clastic glass. The chemical composition of obsidian reflects the composition 
of the molten magma from which it is fimned and is typically consistent 
throughout individual flows, providing a chemical signature. 

The very fine grainsize and homogenous nature of obsidian lIIeallS the 
composition of the surhtcc provides a representativE' approximation of the 
entire sample. This means nondcstrllctive irradiation of the surface of arte
facts and rock fragments is adequate to identify the chemical compositions 
and, thus, provides an effective means of tracing sOllrce characteristics of 
artef~lcts. 

Melanesian obsidian artef~lcts have bt~en successfully sOllrced to their 
original flows using PIXE~PIGME analysis (as discnssed in Bird ct a!. 
1997). Element ratio plots and principle component analyses have been 
used to compare artefact compositions vvith sOllrce compositions to identify 
source area characteristics. 

Several identifying characteristics of Melanesian obsidian sources 
have been determined using PIGME analysis (www.ansto.gov.au/ansto/ 
environment/iba/projects/archaeology.htlll) including (I) Admiralty Islands 
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TABLE.5. Samples Per Spit and Unit for Those Artefacts Subjected 
to PlXE-PIGME Analysis. 

Salnpl(' code Spit Unit spits Ullit Ullit age (Ullcalib bp) Unit age (HP) 

HM #5 4 I-Il 1,IlOO-:3,500 1,300-3,300 
8M #2 Il 
HM#:3 12 U-17 2 7-12k 8,200-13,1.50 
EM #4 12 
BM #6 14 
8M #7 III 18-27 :3 17-20k 19,650-23,050 
EM#11l 21 
13M #Il 21l 21l-40 4 27-39.5k N/A 

The Unit Desigllatioll amI Ages are Discllssed ill Leavesley (2004). Abbreviatioll: HM, 
Hllang Merabak. 

obsidian has high fluorine content; (2) New Britain obsidian has low sodium 
and fluorine content; and (.'3) Vanuatu ohsidian has high aluminium and low 
fluorine content. PIXE-PIGME analyses of the Buang Merabak artefacts 
were conducted at the Australian N udear and Science Technology 
Organisation (ANSTO) laboratory in Lucas Heights. PIXE was used to 
identify and quantify individual elements ranging from Al to U in the obsi
dian and arteLlcts. The artef~l(:ts were not damaged during this process. 
The arteLtcts were irradiated by 2-.'3MeV protons produced by .'3Van de 
Graaff and 10 MV tandem accelerators. X-ray detection was done with 
energy dispersive semiconductor detectors. The elemental composition was 
calculated by DOIBA. PIGME is used to identify and quantify the ele
ments with low Z-activities (light elements in the periodic table) including 
F and Na. The artebcts were analyzed using large volume Ge detectors 
that calibrated emitted gamma-rays produced by nuclear reaction of the 
sample following irradiation. The resnlts are presented in Table 6. 

Buang Merabak Obsidian PlXE-PIGME Results 

Eight obsidian artefacts from Buang Merahak Wf'rc analyzed using the 
PIXE-PIGME teclllliqne f()r chemical characterization. Figure I presf'nts 
a bivariate plot or Strontium (Sr) and Flourine (F) compositions from the 
Buang Mcrahak artef~lcts and representative samples from seven known 
ohsidian soun:es in MelaIlPsia. Sr and F are known to he characteristic of 
source locations within Melanesia. The eight obsidian artefacts appear to 
plot ill fllUr ratio groups. Two clusters containing three artefacts with 
similar Sr : F ratios and two single outliers. The comparative source data 
presented Oil the graph are taken from Bird ct al. (1997) and indicate that 
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TABLE 6. PlXE-PIGME concentrations of21 elements for obsidian artefacts from Buang Merabak (BM). 

F ~a Al Si K Ca Ti Mn Fe Rb Sr 

Run Sample Spit ppm % o/c '1c o/c o/c ppm pplll % ppm ppm 

6 BM#,5 4 1301.2 3.30 6.71 32.70 6.15 4.25 3907 797 2 .. 52 149 93 
~ 
('") 

2 BM#2 8 560.3 2.60 6.47 37.09 5.46 1.56 2679 670 1.18 .56 221 ~ 
('") 

5 BM#3 12 550.0 2.54 6.35 37.14 5.69 2.38 2739 714 1.22 ,58 218 Vl 
4 BM#4 12 .552.4 2.58 6.41 34.46 ,5.10 2.49 2.530 669 1.18 54 220 ~ 
11 BM#6 14 .56,5.7 2.14 6.03 35.61 6.66 1.32 2428 493 1.09 64 

~ 
168 ~. 

8 B~I#7 18 .542.8 2.34 ,5.92 34.11 ,5.54 2.95 2454 .513 1.11 61 162 
,,".! 

9 B.\I#18 21 562.0 2.3,5 6.05 29.73 4.,35 1.22 1964 4.39 0.96 64 163 ~ 7 B~I#8 28 486.2 2.99 6.07 36.54 3.04 1.73 2145 846 1.21 ,36 206 w 
Sample "'" Y Zr V Cr S CI Co Zn Ga Ba Pbl Source 

ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm pplll ppm pplll ppm ppm ~ 
BM#,5 49 454 62 310 181 7770 63 98 35 543 23 Admiralty I 

;J;> BM#2 21 163 .53 268 256 3174 35 .52 21 295 15 Kutau '"0 
BM#3 19 16.5 39 289 283 3387 31 56 18 370 13 Kutau 2:-
BM#4 20 161 .50 369 214 3007 33 .58 20 285 18 Kutau ~ 
B!\1#6 20 159 26 172 22,5 4211 3,5 40 21 3.50 13 Gulu 
BM#7 20 162 48 248 185 412.5 35 51 18 403 1.5 Gulu 
B~I#18 25 150 26 350 133 200.5 30 36 13 485 14 Gulu 
B~I#8 27 155 33 288 161 2494 28 69 17 162 20 "'Iapir 

Results from files 09janOIXa.csv & 09janOlGc.csv. Presented in weight percentages and parts per million (ppm). 
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FIGURE 1. A bivariate element plot of FI and Sr for the obsidian 
artefacts collected at Buang Merabak (BM). Representative New 
Britain obsidian source data are also presented with error bars 
(data from Bird et ai, 1997). 

three of the groups are likely to have been sourced from New Britain. 
Specifically the sources appf'ar to be, Kutau and Gulu areas on Willaumez 
Peninsula and Mopir, all in west New Britain (locations shown in Bird 
et al. H197: 6.3, fig. 2). The remaining sample (BM#.5 from spit 4), has a 
Sr : F ratio inconsistent with the New Britain source samples. The high 
fluorine content is more typical of the Admiralty Islands obsidian; however, 
we have no data for comparison. 

Previously Ambrose uSf'ci density analysis to characterize and source the 
obsidian df'riwci from Buang Mf'rabak, SQ2B. This method, although 
indicative does not always have tht· capacity to differentiate between sourc
es vvith similar geochemical characteristics. The analysis, undertaken using 
the PIXE-PICME method, confirms what Ambrose proposed as the domi
nance of the Willaumez Peninsula sources during the Pleistocene in central 
New Ireland (Hosenf~ld 1997). Also, tilE' results are consistent with the 
overall pattern of transportation of obsidian indicated hy Ambrose's density 
analysis results. 

Discussion 

The transportation of obsidian to New Ireland as early as -20,000 (uncalib) 
bp was initially identified by members of the Lapita Homeland Project 
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(Allen, Gosden, and White 1989; Gosden and Robertson 1991,42). Ohsidian 
analyses carried out by Summerhayes and Allen (199:3) indicates that Mopir 
was the dominant supplier of ohsidian to the southern New Ireland sites 
at this time. This new data from the small sample collected from Buang 
Merabak, suggest that Willaumez Peninsula sOllfces prc'dolllinantly sup
plied central New Ireland. A possible consequence of this is that there may 
have been two separate linkages between New Ireland and New Britain. 
This is not to say that there was no overlap, because all three sites (includ
ing Matenkupkum) contain obsidian from hoth source areas. 

It has been argued that obsidian made its way to soutlH'fIl New Ireland 
by way of "clown-the-line" exchange via the Gazelle Peninsula and across 
the St. George's Channel. This is explained as the extraction of obsidian 
from the nearest available source (Summerhayes and Allen 1993, 147; 
Summerhayes 2009, 114). Thc different geochemical character of central 
and southern New Ireland assemhlages allow for a number of possibilities 
to be considered about the processes of obsidian transfer to New Ireland. 
First, perhaps both sources were transferred by down-the-line exchange to 
New Ireland, and for some reason, perhaps social, the occupants of south
ern New Ireland preferred Mopir ohsidian, whereas the central New 
Ireland occupants preferred the Willaumez Peninsula material. For this to 
he the case, the recipients may have heen either very Ellniliar with obsidian 
or exchange networks did not overlap in any major way. Given that these 
two sources are virtually inseparable to the naked eye, it is not immediately 
ohvious how the consumers might have differentiated between sources. 
Alternatively, Allen (2000, \.54) suggested a more direct transfer of ohsidian 
to central New Ireland that bypassed southern New Ireland. Transfer by 
way of voyaging canoe directly from the Willaumez Peninsula to the central 
west coast of New Ireland, a sca crossing of -:300 km, requires greater 
technology than the land route but is consistent with Summerhayes and 
Allen (199.3) and Summerhayes (2009) in that it reflects "extraction of 
ohsidian from the closest available sOllfce" (Summerhayes and Allen 1993, 
147). A sea crossing of this natllfe is entirely possihle given thc broadly 
comparable sea crossings required for the colonization of Manus by at least 
26,000 (uncalib) bp (MinoI2000, 25). 

Given the small sample size from central New Ireland, it is entirely 
possible that the current difference between the ohsidian from central and 
southern New Ireland will narrow with a larger dataset. This can easily he 
tested as further central New Ireland data from stratified sites comes 
to light. 

Moving to the mid- to latc-Holocene, the spatio-temporal distribution of 
obsidian reported here is consistent with the obsidian distribution modd 
presented hy Surnrnerhayes (2003, 2(09). Although the west New Britain 
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sources are dominant during the early-Lapita, the Admiralty sources are 
also present in relatively lower quantities. The single fragment of Admiralty's 
obsidian from Buang Merabak is derived from a layer expected to include 
contributions from both west New Britain and Admiralty source areas. 

Given the chemical composition of BM#8 and its precarious location in 
the stratigraphy of the sitc, further work is suggested to determine whether 
this holds any signi(\cance. 

Conclusion 

Although admittedly small, this dataset supports the accuracy of the initial 
density analyses undertaken hy Ambrose in the mid-1980s. The data indi
cate that, unlike the southern New Ireland Pleistocene sites, a majority of 
obsidian excavated from Buang Mt-'fabak, located in central New Ireland, 
is from the WillauJ1wz Peninsula sources. The Leavesley and Allen (1998; 
also see Allen 2(00) hypothesis that two quitc different source distributions 
might imply different linkages between New Britain and New Ireland 
remains a distinct possibility. Also, this might imply a more direct transfer 
of obsidian /"rolll the Willaumez Peninsula to central New Ireland that 
perhaps included a significant sea crossing (Allen 2000, .541). Given the 
potential signifIcance o/" these results, furthcr work is suggested to collect 
and analyze more obsidian from thc central New Ireland sites to build up 
a statistically relevant sample. 
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MONETIZATION AND TRADITION: 
CASH AND CONCILIATION IN CONTEMPORARY SAMOA 
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CASH is finding its way into ceremonies at the center of Samoan tradition. 
In some cases, it rcplaces symbolic or real goods in exchanges, whert'as in 
others, it is added to traditional media and incorporated into the ccremo
nil's. This articlc argues that, although its incorporation in sClIne cercmonit's 
such as weddings, hlll('rals, and lI!atai selcction has been straightforward, 
its introduction into otlH-T ct'rt'JIlonit's has created problems, which result 
from tllt' difficulty of linking the valut' of cash and other mort' complex 
Illt'asures of value such as social honor. 

This paper outlines three ccrt'monies in which incorporation of cash 
appears unproblematic and then discusses a formal apology, the ifoga, in 
which the introduction of cash has proven problematical. The performance 
of an ifoga by olle group, and its acceptancc by another, prevt'nts escalation 
of socially amI econOillically dismptivt' intergroup conflicts. It has tradition
<lIly involved the prt'st'ntation of symbolic gifts in quantities that rt'flected 
the t'stilllatt'd social damage caused by an offl'nse. As nt'w forms of social 
capital become rt'lt'vant in Samoan society, the value of honor and of 
damagt' caused by an ofTellst' becomes incrt'asingly difficult to establish 
with confidence. 

This paper deals with f~lctors that are complicating the social calculus 
involved in the apology. There is no readily available formula for estimating 
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the cash value of social honor and relatively few transactions Oil which 
to base calculations of ways in which <:ash might be eomhinl'd with other 
traditional gifts in a settlement. 

Monetization and Tradition 

Samoan culture has long been regarded as resilient, It was, as one st'nior 
colonial administrator noted in the 1940s, I like bamboo that bent and 
parted in the hlce of storms and resumed its original felfln when the storms 
had passed, The flexibility of Samoan culture, it has IWl'lI argued, allowed 
it to maintain its substance throughout the early phases of its incorporation 
into the world economy, The introduction of Christianity in the early 
nineteenth century, for instan<:c, represented a dramatic departure from 
traditional religion, and yet its complt'te and rapid adoption did little to 
change the substanec of the traditional Samoan social organization, The 
introduction of markets for wage lahor, land, and cash ill the mid
nineteenth century represented a dramatic departure from the traditiollal 
e<:onomy but was grafted on it without radkally transforming either 
traditional social or economic organization,2 

However, circumstan<:es arc <:hanging rapidly as a rallge of lIew Ltctors 
impact Samoan so<:iety and the traditions that underpin them, As Ae'au 
Semi Epati, a former constitutional lawyer and now a judge, noted ill a 
discllssion of the resolution of disputes over lands and titles, "TIlt' task of 
interpretation, definition and implementation of these respected and 
time-honoured <:Ilstoms is becoming more difficult as external influences 
multiply" (1988, ]68), These forces have gained momentum in Samoa since 
the Second World War and indude, among others, the in<:reasing nationaP 
and international4 mobility of the Samoan population, the progressive trans
femnation of the Samoan economy, rising levels of education (So'o 2006), 
transformation of the politi<:al system (So'o 2007, 2(10), dumges in the land 
tenure system (O'Meara 1987, 199,5), the influence of external agencies' 
agendas for Samoa (Macpherson 20(0), and thc growing influence of a 
global communication media that expose Samoans to alternative models 
of social organization (Macpherson and Macpherson 2(09), This artide 
focuses on the consequen<:cs of one of these shifts: monetization, 

Increasing commercial primary produdion for both the dOlllcstic and 
export markets, a growing dOlllcstic labor market generated by public and 
private investment and overseas development ,lssistan<:t', and the expansion 
of Samoan small and medium enterprises and remittances from Samoans 
who now work in industrial e<:onomies around the Paeifi<: rim have ill<:rcascd 
the amount of cash in cir<:ulation in the Samoan eeonomv and have con
tributed to the progressive monetization of Samoan so~ial organization, 
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The incrE'asing numbers of people who are either involved in wage work 
or are living outside the country, but who wish to be involved by proxy in 
ceremonial activitit's, means that more and morE' people are turning to cash 
as a suhstitute for direct personal involvement in ceremonial activity. 

Also, increasing amounts of cash have found their way into a range of 
"traditional" activities in which they were not previously found. A range of 
commodities and scrvices, once E'xchangE'd within kin groups on thc basis 
of the genealogical and historical relationships between proViders and users, 
now are bought and sold routiIlE'ly in markets. In some areas, the expecta
tion of filturc reciprocation that undE'rlay traditional cxchange has been 
replaced by a cash nexus. This trend is not unusual in rapidly monetizing 
economics: cash provides people with a convenicnt means of acquiring a 
range of goods and services without the emotional investment and commit
ment to reciprocate that was embodied ill the traditional exchange relation
ships. Cash can rcplace, or stand f(Jr, other elements that were formerly 
considered indispcnsable in thesE' exchangE'S. This is increasingly the case 
in contemporary Samoa. 

In S01l1E' cases, the cash has bE't'n relatively easily incorporated. Cash has 
become incorporatt'd into thE' appointnlE'nt and installation of family heads 
or matai (So' 0 2(07). Until the 1980s, the reprE'sentatives of thc branches 
of extended families met, often over an extended period, discusscd eligiblE' 
candidates, and eventually chost' one whom the family considered had the 
appropriate gent'alogical linkages and embodied the idE'al characteristics of 
a lcader. Thc person chosen was typically one who had rE'sided on and 
f~mned family land; understood local history, kinship, and politics; and had 
rE'ndered diligent and often unquestioning service, tautlla, to thc hunily 
titlE' holder or Illatai and bmily or aiga. 

Now, many families that hold titlE'S, and the right to appoint new 
titlcholdE'rs, create multiple matai on a single occasion from among those 
who can afford to make large cash contributions to the lE'aders of the f~unily 
(Tuimalt'ai'ibno 20(6). Because cash has become an incrE'asingly important 
consideration in appointments to titles, the criteria for an appointment have 
been interpreted more flexibly, and people who would not have been con
sidered as candidates even twenty years ago are now becoming titldlOldcrs 
(Toleafoa 2(07). Iii these cases, cash repi<lct's, at least in part, attributes 
such as knowlt'dgc of LUllily genealol-,'Y and history; a history of residence 
on CUllily land and service, tautua, to the hunily's chicfly title; demonstra
tion of leadership potential within the Lunily and village; and competence 
in formal oratory. Because these transactions are increasingly common, it 
is relatively casy br those who wish to confer tllE'1ll to establish an appropri
ate cash vahlt' for the social honor that the titles embody. Furthermore, 
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in most cases, the would-he titleholder is oHt'red an opportunity at a given 
cost such that there is little social risk of giving offt~nst' by underestimating 
the value of the title. 

Once chosen, the installation, or saoja'i. of a new matai formerly involved 
the production, collection, and redistribution of significant amounts of food 
and fine mats, 'ie toga, to chiefs from the village and, in some cases, the 
district, whose presence at the ecremony. signalled assent to the transmis
sion of the title and conferred hoth legitimacy and prestige on the event. 
The installation cercmonies provided an opportunity for the sponsoring 
hunily to demonstrate its leadership and corporatt-' solidarity and its capac
ity to produce and marshal significant <l'Iantities of traditional wealth. sllch 
as food and textiles. The series of related events in which the aiga intro
duced the titleholder to the family, the village, and. in some cast's, the dis
trict, offered it an opportllnity to acknowledge ami n·-affirm the connections 
between the title and the local polity. 

Now, increasing amounts of the f()()(1 presented on these occasions is 
purchased with cash, and the finc mats, which were once supplied hy kin 
to kin as an expression of solidarity in times of crisis, can now be hought 
anel sold in markcts." III the installation ceremonies, traditional gifts are 
supplemcntcd with, and in some cases replaced by, cash distributed in 
envelopes, which recognizes and ref1t'cts both the sponsoring family's 
capacity to raise wealth and the rdative statuses of those involved in the 
ceremony (Tuimaleai'ihmo 2(06). Some of the ceremonies, which followed 
the installation within the hunily, are managed by "sponsors": new holders 
arc not required to demonstrate the ahilities for which they have bet'n 
chosen. On these occasions, tlwre is no requiremcnt to demonstrate com
petence in l~lTnily knowlcdge or of oratory, which is possibly convenient 
hecause some of those bcing choscn live outside of the CUllily center and 
have limited knowledge and the competencies that might once have been 
expectcd of them. Cash paid hy the new titleholders can be IIsed to 
"smooth out" these problems and to avoid some of the questions about 
their competence in tradition and oratory. 

Also, cash has been incorporated increasingly in the election of politi
cians, jaipule, to the national parliament. In the 1960s and 1970s, matai in 
constituencies met, conferred, and chose a candidate for thc district on the 
basis of demonstrated servict' to bmily and cOlHlHunity and knowledge of 
Samoan society. Then the candidate stood unopposed. There is now increas
ing competition for parliamentary seats, and very lt~w constituencies are 
able to present a single candidate for elections any longer.(i Rival candidates 
no longer compete solely on the basis of" gCllcaloh'Y ami history of" service 
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to the fUlIily and district. Candidates routinely distribute cash and goods 
to funilies in electorates bd(Jre parliamentary elections to secure their 
votes (So'o 1998). 

Some scholars' have arglled that, in each of these cases, the ceremonies 
have not changed in any fllndamental way. The cash that now circlliates has 
lwen added simply to other limns of gift and undertakings that have been 
traditionally made by candidates to potential supporters and reflects chang
ing socio-economic and demographic realities. It is argued that candidates 
for both family titles and parliamentary scats are increasingly involved 
in the urban wage and salary sector and have neither time to engage in 
extended l~lce-to-face campaigning nor extensive plantations or farms from 
which they can take food and animals for distribution. However, they are 
in a better position to raise cash from other members of their l~lTnily, par
ticularly those relatives working abroad in higher wage economies, and by 
using other limns of personal properti as security li)r cash loans. The argu
ment is that neither the appointment nor the election process has changed 
fundamentally because both matai and faipulc still render service to those 
whom they aspire to represent. Advocates of this position argue that, in 
contemporary Samoa, the ability to raise and distrihute cash is as useful, if 
not more useful, as the ability to raise and distribute foocl. H Cash is a useful 
new index of candidates' sllitahility li)r a role that increasingly involves 
mohilizing resources on behalf of the extended family or of an electorate. 

Also, cash has heen Ilsecl to acqllire services that are not produced within 
the traditional sector but are thollght to mid value or prestige to traditional 
ceremonies. Cash adds to rather than substitutes for tradition. Although 
weddings,fa'ai]!oipoga, still involve traditional exchanges of goods, or 'oloa, 
from the bridegroom's side, and fine mats, and 'ie toga from the bride's 
side, cash is increasingly used to secure limousines, marquees, bands, 
videographers, alcohol, and sound systems that add to the prestige of the 
occasion within which the traditional exchanges occur. In these cases, it is 
argued, the incorporation of cash produces no significant changes to the 
central rationale of the exchange or of the tradition within which it occurs. 
People still estimate each Lunily's status and influence by calculating the 
vallie of both the traditional goods that are assembled and exchanged and 
of the nontraditional resources invested in the occasion. A hunily's ability 
to mobilize to raise this form of wealth, it is argued, is not significantly 
different from its ability to raise traditional forms of wealth. 

The same is true of funeral ceremonies, malill or 'oti. The traditional 
exchange of fine mats and cOllllllodities between the families of the deceased 
and between those l~lIl1ilies amI guests who pay their respects occur, but 
these are routinely augmented by gifts and distributions of cash. The 
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importance of those who attend and pay respects to the deceased is still 
acknowledged with symbolic gifts of mats and food, but these arc increas
ingly augmented by cash in envdopes known as ]}(lsese, or fares. Samoans 
contend that, although the media of exchange may have changed on tlwse 
occasions, the fundamental elements of the exchange remain constant. It is 
simply, people will argue, an example of how Samoans have adapted tradi
tion to the realities of the twenty-first century (Chan Mow 20(7). Now, 
more families employ funeral management companies, which can embalm 
and keep bodies in mortuaries and provide coffins and transportation. 
These fimeral services allow families to hold bodies while increasingly dis
persed brnilies return to Samoa for fimerals but also entail new categories 
of costs that were not incurred in traditional funerals. Funeral costs, which 
were formerly met in the f()fIn of f(lOd and /Inc mats by kin in the village, 
now include new services and items that must be settled in cash with the 
companies that provide them. 

Some Samoans argue that, although the media have changed, the cul
turallogic and the substance of the traditions that are commemorated have 
not (Aiono 1992; Fuata'i 2(07). The growing number of matai installations, 
weddings, and ftmcrais, in which cash augments traditional presentations 
without producing any overt cultural dislocation or disjunction, give cre
dence to the claim that, e sui jaiga ae Ie suia ja'avac, pert()fInance elements 
may have changed but the cultural f(mnclations remain intact. 

The introduction and widespread usc of cash in these ceremonies is 
not secn as inferior to the f()od and fine mats that were formerly exchanged 
on thcsc occasions. In hlct, a number of people pointed to the increased 
conveniencc that cash brings to the ceremonies, without fundamentally 
changing the social contract at their center. One civil servant noted that, 
as people increasingly went alone to these events in taxis, it was more 
convenient to reeeivc cash because it was difficult to move large pieces of 
recently butchered meat by onesdf in a taxi. Another noted that cash was 
eonvenicnt because it could be held mon~ readily and recycled more easily 
when their turn to support the next such event arrived, as it inevitably 
did. 

In other cases, however, the incorporation of cash into tradition has not 
been as simple. This paper fc)cuses on olle such event: the forlllal apology, 
or ifoga, made by onc group to another to compensate {clr offense against 
their social honor, to restore stable intergroup relationships, and to 
mitigate the social and economic costs of unresolved social tension between 
groups that must co-exist within the same geographical and social spaces 
(Macpherson and Macpherson 200,5, 20(6). In this casC', we argue, the 
challenges to incorporating cash in this ceremony stems from the diffIcul
ties of establishing the value of social honor in an increasingly complex 
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society and from the knowledge that exchange values of such commodities 
as social honor are established morc readily and reliably when there are 
more transactions in a market. 

Unity as an Ideal State 

Samoans, when at all possihle, prefer to avoid overt conflict. \0 Samoan 
culture enshrines peace and harmony as an ideal. I I Ideally at least, social 
entities are united, IIWOpOO]Jo, and Samoan proverhs and passages of scrip
ture arc routinely invoked to cxplain the benefits of social solidarity.'2 This 
desired unity and social order is f(mndcd on a model of the ideal conduct 
between people in various named relationships: va fealoaloa'i. Elaborate 
speech (Milner 1961; Shorc 191)2) and behavioral codes exist to regulate 
the relationships between individuals and social entities ' ] in ways that 
minimize the probability of conflict arising. The social value of fa 'aaloalo , 
or appropriate rcspect, and of llsillsita'i, or obediencc, in both speech and 
interpersonal conduct is stressed in socialization and are the foundations 
of cooperation, f(lifaimca fa'atasi, in Samoan social organization. '4 Samoan 
culture is considercd by many Samoans at least"; to be synonymous with 
respect, an idea that is reflected in the following claim, 0 Zc aganlt'lt () 
Samoa 0 /e fa '(la/ouZo: Samoan custom rests on decorum and politeness. 
Conversely, the disruptive consequences of disobedience and a lack of 
respect are spelled out in proverbs, or alaga'llpll (Schultz 191).5), and in 
bbles, or fagogo (Moyle 1mH: 4.5-47). 

The Social and Economic Foundations of a Social Value 

At one time, the more-or-less absolute power of the chieftaincy ensured 
that villagcs lived in an order that rested on fear of extreme and often 
arbitrary punishment by the all powerful (lZn, or high chiefs, who, as 
Mcleisea (1992: 16-17) notes, controlled the spiritual, material, and physi
cal resources. Control of natural and supernatural resources conferred 
power over hUlllan resources. Over time, the formerly absolute power of 
the chieftaincy has been cOJlstrained. The adoption of Christian religion, 
the creation of the nation state and a national constitution, courts, and an 
evolving jurisprudence have all constrained the f(mnerly considerable 
power of chiefs in various ways and in various spheres of social 
organization. (Va'ai 1999). 

One hundred eighty years of steadily intenSifying contact with the west 
has brought about significant changes in Samoan social organization. 
Samoa's incorporation into the global political economy has produced 
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significant change (Macpherson and Macpherson 20(9) in some of its 
central institutions including the matai system (Meleisea and Schoeffel 
1983: 8.5-114; So'o 2007; Tcherkezoff 2(00); the land tenure system 
(O'Meara 1987, 199.5); the kinship system (Macpherson 1999); the j~lstice 
system (Anesi and Enari 1988; Epati 1988; Sapolll 1988; Va'ai, 1988), eco
nomic organization (Shankman 1976; World Bank, 1991), and demography. 
Despite these changes, the value placed on order and unity remains 
central. Even in a mixcd economy, the maintenance of social cohesion and 
the managemcnt of tension remains significant.ili 

The desirability of unity is stressed in many contexts and not simply for 
its own sake. United social entities are able to cooperate, to mobilize social 
and economic resources, and to compete effectively with other like units. 
Effective mobilization and management of groups' resources hy competent 
leaders permit them to increase both their material and sociopolitical 
capital bases. In turn, this allows a group to increase sociopolitical prestige 
and its influence among other like units. A united group becomes the 
subject of positive public discussion and admiration not simply because it 
is united hut because it becomes more politically and economically 
influential. 

Unity and cooperation reflect well Oil the leadership of the group, and 
its members benefit indirectly by association with an effective group. When 
individuals have options, they will be more likely to align themselves with 
and contrihute to stronger more effective groups hecause they stand to gain 
more from such associations. As a consequence, in the past and to some 
extent even now, strong, united groups generally became progressively 
stronger. 17 

Conversely, unresolvcd conflict can disrupt social, economic, and reli
gious activity within the social entity within which it arises. Divided house
holds, juaifale, family groupings, aiga, villages, rlll'lI, and districts, itrlllUllo, 
have difficulty maintaining routine social, economic, and religious activity. 
A group that is internally divided is described as lc pulca, or unmanaged, 
and is unahle to mobilize its resources pffectively.IH Without resources, 
even effective leaders arc unable to incrcasc thc group's material and socio
political capital hases. A divided group risks losing ground to other like 
groups and its ahility to influence the alEtirs of the larger groups of which 
it is part. Also, it may become the subject of critical public discussioTl of its 
affairs by others, which hrings with it the possihility of escalating conflicts, 
as divided groups at the center of the matter are forced to respond to 
public criticism. 

Protracted conflict reflects hadly on the leadership of the social entity 
in which it exists, and its memhers may suffer indirectly hy association with 
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it. Because individuals arc able to opt to align themselves with one of a 
number of descent groups with which thcy have links, the size of groups 
will vary over timt' as individuals exercise their right to opt in and out of 
groups. \Vhen all otllt'r things are equal, people will generally choose to 
give their primary loyalty to stronger, more prestigious groups. As a conse
quence in precapitalist Samoa, and to some extent evt'n now, weak groups 
generally became wcaker. 

The Promotion of Unity 

The maintenance of collective unity or, more accurately, the management 
of tension within collcctivitit's assumes considerable importancc in Samoan 
social organization. Both Samoan proverbs and passages from scripture 
are invoked to explain the benefits of pt'acc and the social value of those 
who make it. Hl Leaders are judged in part by their ability to promote and 
maintain unity and to manage intragroup conf1ict as it arises. Samoans 
are rt'mindt'd of Samoan and biblical heroes who used their vvisdom to 
promote unity and to manage tension.20 Those who would endanger the 
unity of a group are likened to a poisonous fish, le llr!aV(lO, which was said 
to poison the schools of fish with which it swam making them inedible 
(Schultz 1980, 22). 

ThrougllOut life, Samoans are taught the importance of respect for those 
entitit'c1 to it. In a gerontocracy, tilt' entitleHlt'nt to respect is relatively 
t'asily established: virtually evt'ryone who is older is entitled to respect, 
dt'ference, and obedience. 21 Thost' who fail to show appropriate respect are 
described variously as being le 1Il(~f(lllf(lll (or unthinking), valea (or stupid), 
fia sili (or wanting to be hetter than others), andfia IIUlllalllga (or wanting 
to take a position to which one is not entitled). The tt'nn chosen to describe 
the failure and reaction to it varied with the significance of the act in which 
it was revt'aled. 22 

Entities have an incentive to instil these values in their members. The 
positive const'(lucnces of successful socialization of Hlt'rnbers are obvious. 
Croups whost' lIIemiwrs show respect and the capacity for appropriate 
judgment and conduct are wt'll regarded by others. They are less likely to 
suffer internal conf1icts or to become embroiled in disputcs \vith other 
groups and are free to exploit available material and human resources 
without interruption and to prospt'r economically and sociopolitically. 

Failure to instil tiwse values has its costs. The f~lilure of a member of" a 
collectivity to show appropriate rt'spect reflects not solely on the offender 
but on other IlwlIlbcrs who have htilt'd to instil this central value.2

] A person 
who is ignorant of the appropriatt' social conventions cannot, as Shore 
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(1982: 174-7.5) notes, be held responsible for their acts. Parents and guard
ians who fail in this arc held responsible for the failure to instil the capacity 
for moral judgment.24 In certain circumstances, the Llilllre to show appro
priate respect ean lead to potentially dismptive conflict. In sllch cases, both 
the individual and his or her f~unily are held responsible for the act, any 
resultant conflict, and the eosts of its resolution. 

Parents, guardians, and other members of hOllseholds and extended kin 
groups beeome the primary agencies ill the process of estahlishing the 
importance of both f~l'aaloalo and usiusita'i. The importance of these attri
butes is learned, largely informally, in day-to-day interaction and from tilt' 
observation of the speeeh and conduct of other more experienced members 
of the family. The recounting of bgogo, or f~lhles, certain songs, and the 
public discussion of the f~lilings of others and of their consequences hdps 
the young to define and operationalize the values amI to comprehend the 
relative importance of various types of breaches. The ready approval of this 
conduct and the equally swift punishment of violation of the norms become 
established relatively rapidly. 

The importance of the value of respect, and its corollary obedienee, also 
is promoted by Samoan Christian churches and more particularly the more 
established and usually more conservative denominations. Pastors regularly 
remind their adherents of the benefits of obedience and the costs of 
disobedierwe to those who are entitled to it. Congregations are regularly 
reminded of the need to honor and obey God, parents, leaders, and 
agencies of state. 

The fOrlo a Inatai, the councils of chief's responsible fix the managenlt'nt 
of the village and the maintenance of village order, pass judgment of con
duct of members of the village and punish those whose activity breaches 
principles of respect and obedience and thereby threatens village order. 
The councils lTIay punish not only offenders but also their f~lInilies whom 
they hold indirectly responsihle filr the misconduct of members."" Thefi!llo 
establishes the facts of the matter, identifies the wronged party, and deter
mines the seriousness of the breach and determines how it is to he righted. 
The fono's hearing, at which all village LlInilies are represented, takes place 
in public and is characterized by extended and often repetitive discussion 
of the facts and their significance. The accessihility of the proceedings and 
the high level of representation may explain why many wrongs arc righted 
in these contexts with the support of all of those involved. 

The Failure of Order 

Despite these precautions, and the general commitment to the values 
of respect, obedience, and social unity and solidarity, tension is always 
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prescnt. Tension may develop in the relationships bctween individuals who 
stand in particular relationships to one another when one party exceeds 
what the other considers to be the limits on rights prescribed for those in 
that role. Thus, an untitled lIlan, who accepts that hc must obey reasonable 
directions from his matai, lIlay nonetheless resist when these directions 
are no longer considered reasonable or appropriate. This is a conscquence 
of the democratization of Samoan society, which has resulted in the 
contestation of f(lfInerly absolute power of matai. 

Similarly, tension within social entities may develop into overt conflict 
when sections hecome convinced that others have exceeded their rights 
within a relationship. Thus, the tallta(aflC, or men's side, may accept that 
the talluifafirw, or women's side, has important rights in thc election of 
a new matai but will resist when these arc exercised in ways that are 
considered unreasonable. Tensions, in both interpersonal and intergroup 
relationships, Illay escalate until a point at which the relationship is 
threatened. 

These two sets of tensiolls are oftcn connected. An individual's reaction 
to his neighbor'S activity on a plantation may rapidly escalatc into a conflict 
between their hUllilies. When this happens, the incident that provoked 
a particular episode may become relatively insignificant as the disputc 
assumes dimensions that reflect the history of the relationship between the 
bmilies. \Nhen this occurs, disputes may escalate to a point at which the 
entire village is forced to take one side or another, and the village fono may 
no longer able to maintain intemal order. When this has occurred in the 
recent past,~(j the state has, in the most public way, challenged the village's 
valued autonomy over its afTairs. 

Such challenges embody political risk for both village and state. The 
state risks placing itself in ,l position where its relative weakness in relation 
to large well-organized villages Illay be cxposed if the latter chooses to 
resist the state. The village risks exposure to ridicule and condelllnation of 
its inability to manage its own JlIembers and their affairs if the dispute 
becomes public knowledge as such events invariably do. Small wonder then 
that Samoans stress the management of the relationships between individu
als in proverbs such as tClt Ie va or maintain the relationship and celebrate 
good relationships in proVt'rbs such as va lelei (Schultz 1980, 14). 

Resolving Intergroup Conflict 

Despite elaborate attempts to regulate relationships between individuals 
and groups in tht'se ways, overt confliet periodically breaks out between 
individuals and groups, ancl wrongs have to be righted. These disputes must 
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be resolved. The right, and indeed the responsibility, to resolve disputes 
is one of four f(mns of authority,27 pule, which arc vested in the matai 
(Va'ai 1999). The f(mn of authority that binds the matai to act in this case 
is known as the pule fa'amalumalll, or protective authority, and "is 
possessed by matai and more specifkally the sao who is to protect f~lInily 
members and property from harm and uS1lfpation by others" (Va'ai 1999, 
.50). The most serious of thcse disputes call for a very public and highly 
symbolic f(lfIn of resolution in which representatives of the offending group 
make a formal and public apology to representativt-'s of the offended group 
on hehalf of their offending member. 

The Ifoga 

The ifiJga is a public act of self-humiliation (Macpherson and Macpherson 
200.'5) in which 'ie toga2H are presented by one group, as a fimn of apolo!-,'Y 
for the conduct of one of its members, to another. Once, if()ga were offered 
as a token gesture of submission by groups defeated in wars (Pratt 1139:3). 
Now, thc tcrm means, according to Milner, a "ceremonial request f()r f()r
giveness made by an offender and his kinsman to those injured" and COllieS 

from the word ifo, which literally means to bow clown or to make a formal 
apology (Milner 1976: 82-8:3). Ifoga may be offc:'red in circumstances 
ranging from cxtrcmdy serious acts of violcnce against the person such as 
mu~de~,2B manslaughter, accidcntal wounding, to acts against an individual"s 
honor such as adultery and public slander. 

It is possihle to represent the ifi)ga primarily as a social ceremony, to 
focus on its symbolic elements and social consequences, and to neglect the 
important economic dimensions of both the context and consequences of 
the ceremony. Unresolved intergroup conflict has the potential to clismpt 
social and economic Iik for protracted periods.'lo Conflict within a family 
can threaten its reputation and social honor, and all members suffer by 
association hecause resultant tension can clismpt the group's economic Iik 
hy making certain fimns of necessary coopt'ration or movement difficult or 
impossible .. 'l The serious attempts made to control conflid early stem as 
milch from economic as social cOllsiderations'l2 and should properly he seen 
as part of the process of exchange that forms the center of an economic 
system. Within the ceremony, parties arc attcmpting to estahlish a rate at 
which humiliation is exchanged for f()rgiveness. 

The Fonn 

The ili1ga usually involves representatives of the sidell that has accepted 
responsibility for an act of one or more of its members, collecting fine mats, 
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firewood, banana leaves, and cooking stones and going with these to the 
home of the matai of the aggrieved party as soon as is possible after the 
event, in silence and under cover of darkness. The offending party is led 
by one or more matai of the offt'nder's f~lJnily, which signifies both the 
acceptance by the aiga of colle dive responsibility for the ad of an individ
ual member and the seriousness of the offt'nse. In presenting offerings, at 
least symbolically, to the matai, who symbolizes its dignity and prestige, the 
offending aiga gives its most valuable asset: the person in whom its honor 
and social reputation are symbolically embodied. 

On arrival, the party piles their firewood, dried banana leaves, and 
stones, the basic clements of earth oven cooking, in front of the chief's 
house. The dried banana leaves arc the material used to start the fire, and 
the firewood is used to heat the stones on which pigs are typically cooked. 
The stones symbolize both the cooking stones of the earth oven, or Ulnll, 

and the stones that are placed inside the pig's abdominal cavity to ensure 
that it is cooked through. This t'lcment of the ifoga is a symbol of the 
acceptance by the offenders' representatives that the enormity of the crime 
of the offender is such that the aggrieved party is entitled to kill and cook 
the offender or his or her associates. 

The offender's f~lInily and chiefs sit in front of the house of the chief of 
the vidim's f~lInily, cover themselves with the 'ie toga and await the arrival 
of daylight. vVhen the offense is considered extremely serious and poten
tiaIIy damaging, the supplicants have been known to lie rather than sit, 
which is the most complete abasement possiblt'. Once the offender's 
representatives take their position on the ground, the ceremony must take 
its course, regardless of the level of anger within the aggrieved party. The 
silent, predawn approach redllces, bllt canJ\ot preclude, the probability of 
a preemptive attack by members of the aggrieved side. In turn, this reduces 
the prospect of spontaneolls and uncontrollable violcnce and increases the 
chance of reconciliation. 

\Vhen dawn arrives, the injllfed bmily discovers the if()ga and must 
decide how to react. In f~ld, the visit and their presence !lIay have been 
anticipated and even prt'pared fin by the receiving party. Of COllfse, there 
are two possible outeomes: the acceptance of the apology or its rejection. 
The possibility of rejt'ctioJl means that the ifoga is not without its dangers, 
and indeed, the t'xposure of a group's llIatai and others to the threat of 
danger may he necessary as a symbol of atonement. But f(~w if()ga are 
apparently rejected even whell the ads that gave rise to them are serious 
ollt's.:q 

After one to six hours, the matai of tht' aggrieved party wiII invite the 
supplicants into the house. The initial acceptance of the offering, signalled 
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by an invitation to end the most public phase of self-humiliation and enter 
the house, reduces, but docs not end, the dangcr of exposure to attack. The 
discussions that occur within the house are intense encounters, which 
embody the possibility of sudden outbreaks of violence.:l5 The facility of the 
matai representing thc supplicants, in the language of respect, their willing
ness to continue to publicly accept responsibility for the act and to put 
up \vith taunts and accusations in the aggrieved party's representatives' 
speeches, are cmcial to the sllccessfill conclusion of the reconciliation, 

In the house, after speeches are made by representatives of both sides, 
food is shared. The focus of both of these activities is tht' creation of a 
public agreement on the terms of any settlement, and in bct, tht' matter is 
now formally closed. The repetition and confirmation by speakers of the 
terms of the agreement effectively binds both the speakers and those whom 
they represent to the terms and confirms that the exchange of defercnce 
for forgiveness has been accepted. This is essential to ensure that later 
retaliation is not considered.:l (; 

In some ifoga prayers, in which biblical injunctions on forgiveness, love, 
and respect are central themes are offered. In this process, the seal of a 
higher authority is sought, and God is bound as a witness to the agreement 
of the parties. Such an agreement, \vitnessed by God, lIlay have a higher 
standing than a purely secular one might, and it is possible that this JJ\ay 
make parties less likely to consider violating it later. 

The Outcome 

The success of ifoga has traditionally depended to a large extent on the 
calculation of the seriousness of the act by the offender's party and the 
acceptance of thcir calculation by the aggricved. The exchange value of the 
foregone honor, which has been caused by the offense, is effectively negoti
ated in the conduct of the parties to the if(lga and is reflected in clements 
of the conduct of the ceremony. 

The flrst indication of the seriollsness comes from the offending party 
and is reflected in the composition of the party chost'n to make the apology. 
The seriollsness is reflected in size of the party and the social status of those 
within it. The second indication comes again from the offcnding party and 
is reflected in the number and quality of the finc mats and amount of food 
brought by that party. The third indication comes from the aggrieved party 
and is reflected in the It'ngth of time taken to make a decision to accept 
the if(lga and to invite the supplicants into the hOllSt'. The {illlrth indication 
is reflected in the tone of speeches of apology made by represcntatives of 
the offending party, The fifth indication comes in the tenor of speeches of 
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the aggrieved party's representatives and in the length of time taken before 
thq indicate formally that the ifoga will be accepted and that reconciliation 
is possible. 

Cash and the Changing Social Context of the Ifoga 

In the past, the resolution involved the symbolic abasement, passive 
acceptance of recriminations and insults, and gifts of fine mats and food by 
associates of the offender. Also, the resolution process allowed the associ
ates of the aggrievell party to vent their anger on the offtmders' associates 
and then to gain the moral high ground by extending forgiveness. The fine 
mats and food that they rcceived reflected the magnitude of the insult that 
they had suffered as calculated by the offenders. Their acceptance of the 
mats and food and the abasement and of the speeches of apology confirmed 
the offenders' calculation. 

The calculus was once relatively straightforward: the market in which 
values of social honor were established was relatively open. The value of 
the social honor was calculated on the basis of the status of the person to 
whom the offense had been offered and the seriousness of the offense itself 
to the community and focused on the sociopolitical costs and bcnefits of 
reconciliation to the groups involved. The range of values of social honor 
was constrained by the limited range of social positions within traditional 
society and by the relative status of the ofh~nder and victim, and the ele
ments of reconciliation were defined by custom. Furthermore, oHenses 
tended to occur and were resolved locally when relevant information was 
readily available. Ceremonies and settlements were widely observed; gifts 
were presented in public and could be seen and counted, and the valuc of 
settlements rapidly became public knowledge. 

The Changing Calculus of Social Honor 

In both Samoa and in diasporic Samoanl7 populations, cash is incorporated 
increasingly into ceremonial exchanges, including ifoga, as a convenicnt and 
highly portable substitute for certain classes of exchange goods known as 
'oloa. Reccntly, cash sums, ranging hctwecn $SAT .500 and $SAT 40,000,lH 
have heen added to the gifts presented in an ifoga. This has been pre
sented, usually in an envelope, after the presentation of fine mats and 
during the speech making. 

We were told the incorporation of cash began to occur when some urban 
bmilies, who did not haw rcady access to pigs, cattle, and taro, included 
a sum of cash to represent the amount of {<lOd that they might have been 
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expected to have presented. Cash could be gathered <juickly, transported 
easily and without large numbers of people re<luircd to carry large quanti
ties of food, and could represcnt a quantum {(lOci, which had known costs. 
In other words, the rccipients could translate the quantum of cash into a 
given amount of food by a simplc process of conversioll using t1w known 
values of large and small pigs and quantities of taro at the time. In these 
circumstances, its meaning was considcred clear: it represented a readily 
calculated amount of a traditional clement of the cerelllony. 

Over time, the meaning of the cash included may have changed and, in 
the process, may have undermined the ceremony itself. The inclusion of 
a sum of cash in the gifts made at an if(lga may be seen by either or both 
the offtmder and victim to recognize the changing value of reputation and 
of life. It recognizes that, although the self-abasement and fine mats may 
resolve the issues of social honor that generate the intergroup tensions, it 
cannot fully compensate for the loss or damage of reputation, human social 
capital, or the earning potential. The inclusion of cash attempts to redress 
the costs of loss of social reputation or social capital, but also it introduces 
new elements of risk. 

Cash is most likely to be effective in this role whcn the calculus of social 
honor is relatively transparent and widely understood. Calculation of the 
value of an affront is, like all values, most reliably established when there 
are many transactions in the market. The more numerous and varied the 
number of transactions, and the more open or public thc market, the better 
the probability of accurately estimating the appropriate value and response 
f()r any given set of circumstances, and the higher the probability of 
successfill performance of the c(~relllony. Unfortunately, the value of social 
honor is no longer as easily calculated because rt-'putations and lives now 
have assumed somewhat different significance. 

The relatively reccnt introduction of cash has coincided with three 
socio-cconomic Clctors that have made this calculus more complex and has 
increased the element of risk involved in the conciliation. Now, a person's 
reputation may have not only a local sociopolitical significance; it lllay be 
vitally connected with the ability to conduct a business or to continue to 
hold a civil servicc appointment or religious position. Similarly, a person's 
l&~ will have not only a sociopolitical significance; also it may represent 
accumulated human capital, such as academic qllalifications, which can 
be translated into earning potential over a given individual's life. These 
attachments create certain problems for a ceremony that evolved in a 
precapitalist gerontocracy that sought to exchange public deference for 
{(lrgiveness and could not have anticipated the new bases of valuing life and 
reputation. 
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The Absellce oj Co/ltmOIl II istonj 

In the past, when disputes typically arose lwtween people who lived within 
a single village or locality, calculation of the value of social honor was 
rdatively straightforward. In villages, which typically comprised 200-500 
related people belonging to four or five extended kin groups that shared 
a common history, a dcgree of consensus about the relative seriousness of 
offenses existed. The social damage and the cost of its redress could be 
calculated by reference to the relative social statuses of the offending and 
offended l~lInilies and the nature of the offense. The agreement arose, in 
part, because offcnses were routinely tried in public by councils of chiefs 
or luno a lllatai. This body, comprised of the heads of all village hunilies, 
routinely met in public, heard the cases, discussed the seriousness of 
offenses, determined punishments in public, and oversaw enforcemcnt of 
their verdicts. Before people were increasingly involved in wage labor, 
much of the village populatioJl attended these council meetings, heard 
these discussions, and were Euniliar with the bases of decisions. The rda
tive status of thc various families was clearly indicated in the village's 
ceremonial ordcr of precedence, or ja'alupega, and was well known and 
understood by all adults. 

These local disputes still occur, but increasingly, incidents that give 
offense also occur in new circumstances and involve individuals who 
are unn-'lated, are not part of the samc polity, and do not share common 
history. These typically arise between unrelatcd individuals and include 
disagreements on sports fields, motor vehicle accidents, workplace disputes, 
and nightclub brawls. Ifoga have resulted from disputes hetween sports 
people and on-lookers, drivers and passengers, drivers and pedestrians in 
road accidents, teachers amI students, employers and ernployees, employ
ees within a workplace, security personnel and patrons, and patrons in 
nightclubs, hars, and hotels. These disputes typically develop suddenlyl'! 
and cannot he monitored and managed like disPlltes within f~lJnilies and 
villages, which involve protagonists who are known to one another and 
that lin fold incrementally and over time. Although these incidents involve 
individuals in the first place, they too have the potential to escalate into 
disputes between aiga and, if not resolved, can hecome disputes between 
the villages from which the f~lJnilies cOllle. 

The Calculatio/l (!f Social Value 

In these new circulllstances, thc calculus becomes complicated by several 
factors. The offender and tht' offended partics may not share a local history, 
which lIlight include knowledge of thc values at which various offenscs had 
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been settled. The protagonists and their associates may have no common 
interests or associations that mediators might invoke as the basis and reason 
for reconciliation. Those involved may not he hound to one another by 
such things as a village or district fa'alupega, or order of precedence, which 
might provide the basis for some starting calculation of the relative status 
of the parties involved. Those involved in planning compensation may know 
relatively little about the other party, which places them at a disadvantage 
in deciding how much cash compensation might he appropriah-'. When 
these are not available, prospects of resolution of conflict are apparently 
lower. Furthermore, as new forms of social and intellectual capital assume 
value in Samoan society, it becomes more difficult to estimate how their 
life might be valued and converted into a sum of cash. Finally, there lIIay 
have been no comparable events to provide guidance to those involved, 
which is further complicated by the need to move quickly to resolve the 
conflict that precludes the investigation that could provide s01l1e guidance. 

Thus, when in 200 I, people sought to establish how much should be 
taken to recompense the family of a young 1I1an seriously injured hy their 
son, they were able to agree relatively quickly on the nt\lnher of ('jne mats, 
pigs, and on who should make up the party. However, calculation of the 
cash component created different problellls: the victim had a university 
degree and an apparently promising career with the public service, but no 
one knew very much about the probable career trajectory of the injured 
party. This led to disagreement over how to calculate an appropriate amount 
of cash and whether the cash was intended to replace forcgone income. 

When the parties involved decided that a sum of $SAT 2,.50()1() would be 
appropriate, it was on the basis of a recollection of a similar amount had 
been paid on another occasion in a nearby village. From the discussion, 
it was not entirely clear that the circumstances were similar, and there 
was no time to check them because the lIIatai were kecn to lIIove early to 
avoid the build up of anger. There was some discussion of the danger of 
proceeding without more information. That focused mainly on the notion 
that the offended l~lJnily also would have expectations of how much cash 
was re<luired to compensate thclII for the injury to their son and that 
these might not coincide with their own. Two possible scenarios were 
canvassed. 

If the amount of cash that they presented exceeded the expectations of 
the victim's family, there would be no problem and their generosity would 
reflect well on both themselves and the recipients. One pragmatist noted 
that, if they exceeded the other party's expectations, some part of their cash 
was effectively wasted, hut even he conceded that it was illlPossihle to 
know this in advance and that it was hetter to be seen to be generous and 
to hring a conclusive end to the dispute. 
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Ilowewr, more discussioll focused on the opposite possihility. If the 
amount offered was less than the victim's family expected, they risked 
offending the family further and increasing their anger over the incident. 
This had two possihle outcomes. In the short term, the offering of all 
amount that was considered too small might be seen as an insult, and that 
would literally add insult to injury. This could lead to an attack on the 
group making the apology that, in turn, could create further injuries and 
ill feeling. A refusal of the apologies and gifts would be humiliating to the 
supplicants and could well turn their willingness to accept humiliation into 
anger. The possihility that someone might say something that could increase 
tension in these circumstances and provoke an attack on them was also 
raised. All of these possibilities could result in the rejection of the apology, 
heightened tension between the two parties, and the continuation of 
disrnptive conflict. 

The concern expressed in these discussions clerived, not from the tradi
tional clements of the ifoga, lmt from the prohlems that arose from the 
inclusion of cash. The chiefs were confident ahout the numher and quality 
of fine mats and the sorts of food that they needed to present to meet the 
demands of custom. Also, they had a relatively clear idea of the other side's 
expectations in respect of these symholic elements. The difficulty arose in 
establishing how one might equate a given amount of cash with a given 
alllount of social offense and foregone income in the ahsenee of precedents 
and of clear guidelines. 

Postpolled Revelatioll 

There is a final element that has increased the risk involved in the cere
mony. In traditional ifoga, the amounts of food that were presented were 
visible to those who had to make a judgment on accepting the gesture. In 
efff:>ct, cash is invisiblt, to those who must decide whether to accept the 
gesture of {()rgiveness and to invite the supplicants into the house to com
plete the cereJllony. The cash, and the amount of the social value that it 
represents, is only revealed inside the house and when the supplicants 
arc surrouJl(led by representatives of the victim's family. This entails an 
dement of risk to the dOllors. If their gift is seen to under the value of 
the offense suffered, {()r reasons outlined earlier, the atmosphere inside the 
house may change rapidly, and it llIay take considerable effort on the part 
of the matai involved to allay anger and disappointment. O'Meara (1990) 
reports that supplicants in a ceremony he \vitnessed had armed themselves 
in case the anger in the house rose to uncontrollable levels and they were 
f()[(.:ed to defend themselves. 
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These sorts of dilemmas may be the reasons why people say that ifoga 
are not performed as frequently as it once was because of the emergence 
of new categories of dispute and the availability of new limns of dispute 
resolution. This presents certain practical problems fi)r the ifoga. Exchanges 
are likely to be most successful when they are regularly transacted and 
when there arc opportunities to observe these: to learn the language of 
the exehangc, the respective values of the items that are exchanged, 
circumstances that might affect these, and bctors that might need to be 
anticipated in performing a successful exchange. 

Cash and Tradition 

But the increasing monetization of the Samoan economy, new fi)fms of 
social capital, and increasing levels of personal indebtedness lIlay spell a 
new role for the ifi)ga. The cash that f~lJnilies arc able to raise at short 
notice to perform an ifoga may not come dose to mecting real losses suf
fered by a victim's hUIlily. If they accept an ifoga, they lIlay feel compelled 
to suspend further action against the offenders, to close the matter. Highly 
indebted f~lJnilies may have reservations ahout taking a course of action that 
could prevent them from seeking compensation in civil courts to meet their 
real economic losses, to settle existing debts, or to maintain their standard 
of living. 

Consider two increasingly likely hypothetical possibilities. A slander 
affects a business person's reputation and results in a major loss of profit. 
Would such a person be willing to settle f()r an exchange that 1lIight recover 
his reputation bllt not the loss of business and profits'? Might such a person 
not prefer to take a civil action for damages against the offender'? Similarly, 
if the death of a well-paid civil servant resulted in the loss of anticipated 
income, inability to make mortgage payments and loss of a house or repos
session of property, would the widow or widower be prepared to settle for 
an ifoga that resulted in the public acknowledgment of the value of the lost 
person and culpability but that did nothing to replace the loss of income 
or to avoid the repossession of the survivors' property? Might they not 
prefer, or be compelled, to take a civil actiOJl for damages against the 
offender? 

A New Role for the Ifoga 

This is not to argue that the ifoga as an institutioll will disappear. In fact, 
in July 1999, when the Minister of Works was shot hy a man apparelltly 
acting f()r two other cabinet ministers,41 two if(lga were performed. The 
taking of the minister's life constituted an affront to the honor both of his 
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hunily and to the district that he represented. Although the representatives 
of the accused men's aiga were undoubtedly embarrassed by the actions of 
their members, they also were well aware of the possibility of retribution 
by either or both the miniskr's offtmcled relatives and constituents. A 
family or villa)!;e has little prospect of successfully defending itself on two 
fronts and has little option but to accept the nccessity of the ultimate 
humiliation of sinmltaneolls self-abasement to two entities. 

In the first, the f~unily of the convicted Illall immediately performcd an 
ifoga at the hOllse of the wife of the deceased. In the second, the village 
from which the murderer came performed an ifoga in the village from 
which the minister came. These ifoga were widely credited with defusing 
tensions that had built around the affront to the murdercd man's immedi~ 
ate family and village of origin and vvith preventing the violence that had 
beell anticipated when the killer had been identified. In that case, there 
was little doubt in anybody's mind that the if(lga was the appropriate means 
of preventing the escalation if not resolVing the dispute. Indeed, it was 
arguably the only means of headin)!; off a more serious dispute that the 
police might haVE' had trouble controlling because of their size in relation 
to the combined size of the hunilics and the villages involved. 

As the ifilga was being performed, the police were arresting the culprits 
and charging thclJI with murder and conspiracy to commit murder. They 
were subsequently tried and convicted in the criminal eourts and sentenced 
to life imprisonlllent for murder. This is increasingly the case in Samoa. 
The ii(lga, which rt'solvcs the questions of f(lregone honor and restores 
relationships betwecn offendcrs and offended, is followed by various 
commercial and criminal proceedings that attcmpt to rcsolve questions of 
compensation and criminality. However, the two spheres can overlap: 
judges may take into account the performance of the ifoga in sentencing 
(Macpherson and Macpherson 20{),5). Judges have, in judgements, attempt
ed to clarify the role of ifilga in the hroader contexts of state law and justice. 
In the case Attorney General vs Matalavea, the judge noted that the ifoga 
performcd after the death of his victim was only one of a number of pelUll
ties which the applicant, a respectcd civil servant, had suffered and listed 
the loss of employmcnt, reputation, imprisonment, as others (Pacific Islands 
Legal Information Institute 20(7). But ncither the judges, nor the victims, 
are as \villing to regard the ifoga as the appropriate place for full and final 
settlement of certain types of dispute. 

Conclusion 

The if(lga has provided a \videly accepted, effective, and valuahle mcans 
of delivering restorative justice, but its future is by no mcans assured. 
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The successful performance of the ifoga depends, to a large extent, on tllt' 
correct estimation by the offender's snpporters of the seriousness of the 
affront and of the appropriate type and level of response called for. Also, 

it depends on the recognition and acceptance by the aggrieved party 
that the apoloh'Y offered is of an appropriate type and level to warrant 
forgiveness. 

As calculation of the value of affront and cost of settlement becollles 
more complex, there is a prospect of miscalculation. When there is a per
ceived disparity between the value of tlw apology offered and that whieh 
is expected, the potential for dissatishldion is heightened, and prosped of 
successful reconciliation is reduced. The consequences of miscalculation of 
value of social affront in an ifoga are dangerous if the aggrieved party is 
provoked into attacking the supplicants, humiliating if the offender's party's 
apology is rejeded as inadequate and costly if the disruption of economic 
activity is not resolved. 

It is probable that the ifoga will continue to be perform cd by offending 
groups to offended groups to resolve the social disjundion caused by 
particular ofhmses, but increasingly it will occur alongside related civil and 
criminal adions. This means that the role of the if()ga will have changcd 
substantially. It will no longer he the sole form of dispute resolution in such 
cases. Instead, it will he an adjund to a process played out at scveral plaCt'S 
at different times. The parties to the dispute will calculate what is to be 
exchanged to restore intergroup relations, and later the offcndcr and the 
courts of the state will determine what is to be exchanged to mcet the 
state's requirements. 

Self-humiliation and symbolic gifts will continue to be exchanged for 
forgiveness in the if()ga, to acknowledge a group's acceptance of responsi
bility of an offense committed by one of its melllbers and will serve to 
resolve the intergroup tensions. But courts will increasingly determinc what 
will be required from the individual offender to resolve tcnsion between 
the individual and the state, victims, and debtors. I Iowever, the spheres will 

remain connected. Judges will continue to take the performance of ifoga 
into account in sentem:ing. They will consider the timing, conduct, and 
reception of the ifoga as mitigating clements in sentencing, but it will never 
be a substitute for sentencing. 
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NOTES 

I. F. J. II. Cratton. a Cambridge-trained anthropologist was Secretary ()r Samoan 
Affairs in thl' New Zealand administration that administered \V('stern Samoa under a 
United Nations Trusteeship. For a summary of his work, see Cratton 198.5. 

2. Some 81 percent of Samoa's land remains under communal tcnure and cannot be 
bought or sold. Its disposition and IISC is determinpd by traditional chiefs in whom it is 
\·('sted. The balance comprisl's land cOldlscated from Cprmans and held by the state as 
a national estall' (14 percent) and freehold land (4 percent; Australian Agency for 
Inll'mational Dl'vl'loptlH'nt, 2008: 4). 

:3. Some 40 percent of till' national population now lives in urban and pcri-nrhan 
areas. 

4. Morl' I)Pople of Salnoan descent now live outside of Samoa than in Samoa. 

,5. Now, then' are stores that specialize in providing food, flne mats for thesf~fa 'a[ave/ave, 
and, where lH'cl'ssary, the credit to pnrehasl' thelll. 

6. Members of Parliament an' n,latiVl'ly well paid allli enjoy significant privileges, and 
e\ery menIlwr of the ruling HEPP party is either a Minister or an Associate Ministl'r, 
which confers highl'r salaries allli better conditions. 

7. For a hdler discussion of this argulllent, see the concluding chaptl'rs of Macpllf'rson 
allli l'viacplll'rson 20(H 

8. Fn'l'hold land and homl's, pcnsiou entitlenll'uts and coutrilJlltions to the Samoa 
National Provident Fuud arl' leveraged frequeutly by this group. 

9. For a compn'll('nsive discussion of this argument, sce So'o (2007) Changes in the 
.\fatai Sljsll"II, () SlIiga i [f' F(t'(l1/w/ai. 

10. Conflicts allli disputes af(' likcned in proverbs to IHwl lilx" which an' to be sought 
out allli crushed bd(Jr(' they can becoml' estahlishl'll. lIead lice can infect tlw scalp and 
heconH' a sourcl' of l'ontinuiug irritation. 

II. Proverbs, such as I{{/ [('(Ii Sf' IIWIIII (' n[n (a place where no pigeons call), are uSl'd to 
e('lebrate Iinnilil's and villages where social peace ami harmony are fonnd. 

12. Thl' bihlical passages quotl'd in l'xplaining the desirability 01" cooperation arc drawn 
froIll the PsalIlls and tile Beatitudes. Thl' hihlical injunctions are rein()rced frequcntly 
with sl'cular provl'rbs that also stress the iIllportanCl' of cooperation. 

13. In tllis disclission, group, entity and unit arl' Ilsed to rd('r to gClwric collectivities. 
For the purposes or this discllssion, group conld rerer eqlIally to a hOlIsehold ((Ita'irale), 
extended kin group (aiga), sllll\illage (pitmlll'I/), village (rill 'II), or district (itlll/W[O). 

14. In fad, f"a'aaloalo nlon' corrl'dly llIl'ans to pay ddl'rence or to show appropriate 
respect to others. The conseqlll'nce of showing either dd(,rence or appropriate respect 
to others is the lIIaintcnam'e or the l'xisting sl'ts or POW('l" relations. 
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1.5. This is ironic because, as a consequence of both academic writing (fllr instance 
Shore 1982; Fre(~lIlan 1983) ami popular fiction hy Samoan authors (f()r instance \VelHlt 
1973, 1974, 1977, WSO, 1986), Samoan society often is seen as relatively a violent one. 

Hi. This is trllf~r of those who remain in the villages ami deriV£' signif1eant parts of their 
income from agriculture ami fishing. The urhall population, which derives significant 
parts of its incollle from salary or wage employment, is typically less involved in and 
directly dependent on the unity of the village or kill group. 

17. It is possible that at sOllle point the n'sources controlled hy a ullit hecollle large 
enough to generate internal cOlllpetition Illr control, which lIlay lead in turn to the 
fraglllentation of the unit. It is likely that these sorts of challenges have hecollle more 
frequent as national law has restricted tlw range of means availahk to 1Il0dem chiefs to 
head off challenw's to their control. 

IS. It is significant that one of the proverbs used in urging reconciliation likens a 
disunited social cntity to a collapsed fish trap, which is totally IIseless until it is rehuilt. 
Th(, proverb, e /(/(1]Je (l fatlla/i, which means literally that thc stone trap has collapsed, 
alludes to the notion that, although all the stone's that make' up the fish trap may be 
present, they cannot catch anything until they are rebuilt again into a trap ami highlights 
the impotence of a divided group (Schultz 19S0, 1.5). 

W. Psalm 133, which begins, "Ikhold, how good and pleasant it is f(lr brdhn'n to dwell 
tog(,ther in harmony," is a popularly cited proverh, as are passages in Matthew .5:.5 and 
.5:9 that assert that the peacemakers shall beconi(' the children of Cod. 

20. Also, it is true that Samoans are p('riodically n'minded, ill public contexts, of San lOan 
and biblical heroes who wcnt to war to protect or restore the honor of the filith, \iunily, 
or a people. 

21. Of course, theJ"(' an' exceptions to this. For instancl" wlH'n nH'n of similar age mcet, 
the untitled will givc respect to the titlel!. 

22. In a society that values individualism, prOlnotes individuality, ami aecepts a principle 
of mcritocracy, these lc'nns lIlay seem insignif1eant. In a socil'ly that values the opposite 
personal attributes, the wcight of thcsc terms assume very negative cOll1lotations. 

23. Proverbs, such as /w fa'alllma tlllill i fall', which nll'ans the disgracl' had its origins 
at homc (Schultz HlSO, 1:3:3), are used to refer to people whose conduct has exposed 
their relatives to otlH'rs' criticism. 

24. This judgment is apparent in fines handed down in village f(}1lo or lIlatai courts. 
Frequcntly, they are levied in taro and pigs and are so heavy that the of(f'mler could not 
possibly pay the fine from his or her own resources. Often, the fiullily has to lew 
its lIlembers to raise the n'SO\1fces to pay the nne. TIll' f(mo lIlay state explicitlv its 
belief that the family mllst share the responsihility fflr faili1lg to teach its meml)('rs. Eve1l 
where the fono docs 1lot make this explicit, bmilil's are rcmi1lded of their collective 
responsibility for tlwir members' c01lduct. 

2.5. In August 2010, the village of Lnmnfi dctl'n1li1led that the IImd of State shollid I}(' 
stripped of the high titlt' Tni Atna bccansl' he had fililed to observe protocols that 
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govertled the relationship bdwecn this high title awl the villag{~ that had the right to 
bestow it by bllilding a slllall strllcture on cllstolllary land associated with the title 
withollt its explicit permission. 

26. At Lona in the Fagaloa District of Upolll, in September 1993, a connict bPlween 
thE' fcmo awl a village matai escalated to a point where the fortner, increasingly frustrated 
by the latter's reillctance to accept its jlldglllent, provoh'd a confrontation in which the 
latter was shot in front of his blllily. National and international puhlicity hllllliliated the 
village and the state's decision to relllove, try, and convict a IIllllll){'r of its lllatai was a 
further, awl probably lllore Illnniliating, experi{~nee. 

27. The others are Jill{e f(['([WI' (or constitntive authority) pille f(['a80([ (or distributive 
allthority), and pille fa'([([og([ (or exploitativ{' authority). For an extewled disCllssion of 
these ()nns, see Va'ai (I \JH9) S([IILO([ F([([II/({lai alld the R,de of [,([IV. 

2S. Fine lllats are th{' clllTem'y of Sallloan C{'[('lllony awl are exchanged and circlliated 
in a nlllllher of eVf'nts that lllark various li{(' crises (see Schoellel 1999). 

:2~). \Vll('ll in 1999, the Minister of \Vorks, Lllagaiau L('vaula Kalllll, was assassinated, 
two ifoga were perf(lnll('(l. 

:30. In the Lona village incident, where a conllict was not resolVl'd early, a chief was shot 
and his llOnl(': v'{,hiclc's and property were hUrtled by untitled lllcn (tmt!elc'a) acting for 
the village chie(s. This incident has led to contilllling conflict within the village, exposed 
the village to puhlic discussion awl SOlll(' ridicllle, and has led to the village council's 
authority heing oVl'rridden by til{' state, in the f(lnn of its police and the court, which 
further lllulliliated its 1lH'lnhers by convicting thelll anel illlprisoning their agents. 

31. \Vlwn III atte rs relllain Ilnresolved, evell uOflnally routine ellcOllllters between 
nH'lIIbers of the parties imulved are potentially dangerous because the aggrieVl'd party 
lIIav feel honor-bound to exact retriblltion. Mov('nH'nt of the offenders around their 
daily activity lIIay constitute provocation and prodllce outbreaks of conllict for silllilar 
reaSOIlS. 

:3:2. U mesolved disputes lIIay escalate qllickly, ami the absence of a mobile police force, 
which is able to intervene physically in ('nough nllnllH'rs to guarantee a continued peace, 
places a prellliulIl on orderly resolution of intergroup conflicts. 

:3:3. From the Sallloa tertns ilil or pito, which lIIean side or end in relation to ,motit(,r. 
This side Blight he one part of a lillllily in relation to another, on(' fillllily in rE'lation to 
anotiwr, or a village in relation to anoth('r. 

:34. \Vh('II, in 2009, the village of Vaillloso refllsc,d to acccpt an i I()ga, an extended public 
discussion occurred arollnd til(' raritv of refusal, whether this was a violation of CUStOlll, 
anc! circillnstances in which ifoga lIIight be refused. 

:3,5. O'Meara reports that after a successful j{()ga, he saw nl('nllH'rs of the f()rgiven group 
rl'nlo\'ing concealed weapons frolll tll('ir clothc's amI exprcssing relief that thf~ procecd
ings had gone well and that it hac! not be('n lIecessary to use the weapons they had 
takcli. 
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:36. This is gellcrally a statement of intcnt and is not always cntircly succ;cssful. Peoplc 
who arc closely related to the victim may, in pcriods of ac;utl' psyc;hological strcss or 
uIlder the influcnce of a\c;ohol, engage in retaliation, hilt these acts occur withollt thl' 
sanction of the village and arc individual acts. 

37. Ifoga have I)('c,n performed within Sallloan diasporic populations and betweeu 
Samoan and other populations as in Logan, N.S.'N., hdween Sallloans and Ahoriginal 
comllllmitic,s in 2009 and betwecn Micronesian amI Samoan c;ollllnunitil's in Honolulu 
in 2008. 

38. These figures were provided hy people who had bl'en a part of or who had witnessed 
c;erclllonies and llIay not represent tIll' filII rangc of gifts that have heen prcsented on 
these occasions. The highest flgme was cited in a 2007 case in thc Court of Appeal 
(Attomey GCIleral vs Matalavea [2007]). A full discussion of this case can be f(lUnd 
c1s('wlwrt, (Pacific Islands Legal Inforlllation Institute 2(07). 

39. For instance the C[c,w of an interisland vcssel were playing cards and drinking beer 
when a dispute developed hdwe('n two friends. In the ensuing struggle, 011(' man was 
pushed into a rail ali(I sustained a skull fractun' from which hl' died. In anothl'f casc" a 
tfuck driver collided with an unrelated lllotorcyclist who subsequently died frolll injuries. 
In still another incident, a husband killed a lllan whill' (kf'l'nding his wi 1(' from a 
disgruntled employcc, (Pacific Islands Legal hll()f)nation Institute 2(07). 

40. In September 2010, SATI is equivalcnt to NZDO.58; US()0.:3:3 

41. Luagalau Levaula Kalllu was shot by Lealil Vitall', who according to his conl('ssion, 
was acting on instructioTlS of' his f'ltl)(,f, LeaEI Vitale, and 1('lIow nlinister Toi Aukuso 
Kane. The son pkach'd guilty and was convicted of' Illtmkr and sentencl'd to death. The 
othefs plcadl'd not guilty but were found guilty amI sl'ntl'ncc'd to death. All sentences 
wefe subsl'quently cOlllllluted to lif(, illlprisonnH'nt. 
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Manulani Aluli Meyer. llo'oulll: 01lr Time of Bccoming: Hawaiiall 
Epistemology and Early Writings. 1st cd. Honolulu: 'Ai Pohaku Press; 
Nativc Books, 200:3. Pp. 236. ISBN 1883.528240. US$18.9.5 paper. 

Reviewed hy David W. Gegeo, University of Canterhury, New Zcaland 

Epistemology, the theory of knowledge, is a branch of philosophy that is 
concerned with how knowledge is constructed and accordingly tries to 
answer questions such as: What is knowledge? Where does knowledge 
come from? What arc the limits of knowledge? What is belief and what is 
truth? How is knowledge different from opinion? Western epistemology is 
said to have becn founded by Aristotle, Plato, Socrates, and other early 
Greek scholars. 

In recent decades, a perspective called indigenous epistemolob'Y is 
gaining popularity not only among Third World or indigcnous acadcmics 
but also among Western academics. However, as yet it is not clear where 
exactly indigenous epistemolob'Y sits in academic disciplines. Should it sit 
in philosophy? If so, which philosophy? Should it sit in anthropology? If so, 
which anthropolob'Y? Or should it sit in multicultural education? If so, 
whose cultural concerns are the focus of such education? All things consid
ered, it is perhaps healthier that, as a pcrspective concerned with articulat
ing the lived-experience of the world's lIlost stigmatized people, indigenous 
epistemology does not sit in any other scholarly niche but indigenous 
studies and from there makes its contributions to human knowledge. 

Because there are uncertainties about its proper epistell1ic niche, 
there arc also questions about what indigenous epistemolob'Y is or means. 
Fundamentally, it is concerned with the social constmction of knowledge, 
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just like western or any other epistemologies, but from the standpoint of 
the lived experience of indigenous pf'oplf's. Thus, it is concerned, for 
instance, with qut'stions sHch as how do indigenous peoples define knowl
cdge; how do they construct knowledge; or what is epistemic belief and 
truth in indigenous ways of knowing? Perhaps lTlore than Western episte
mology, indigt'nous epistemolo!-,'Y employs a great variety of methods in 
constructing knowledge. This is i)f'cause any body of knowledge is created 
in a spt'cific context, in a speciflc time period and for a specific reason 
or reasons. Therefore, it f(Jllows that the greater cultural diversity is tllE' 
greater is methodological diversity. And there is greater cultural diversity 
among indigenous populations in the world. 

Bf'caust' of its relative newness as an acadt'mic field of scicntific inquiry, 
scholarly publications on indigenous epistemology havc bef'n mostly journal 
articles (see Royal 200.5; Gegco and Watson-Gcgeo 2001, 2002; Meyer 
20(1). Tiwrc are very few books published Oil it. Ho'oulu: Our Time of 
Becoming, Hawaiian Epistemology and Early Writings by Manulani Aluli 
Meyer is one of tht' very fpw books published on indigenous epistemology 
recently. As can be seen from tht' tit It', MeYf'r's book is on Hawaiian indig
enous epistemology. It is bast'd on her doctoral dissertation, which she 
completed at the Harvard Graduate School of Education. It is one of the 
most valuahle books I have seen on Hawaiian alld indigenous epistemolo
gies. Meyer writes with great darity, which, needless to say, is thankfully 
welcomed givell that, by virtue of its tht'oretical naturt', indigenous episte
Illology (like all epistt'Hlologit,s) tends to elude hill comprehension even 
with the best of articulations. 

Meyt'r studied at Harvard, which is Olle of the leading universities in the 
western world. Despite this, she remains a true native Hawaiian and Pacific 
philosopher, historian, educator, and social activist. This comes out dearly 
both in her depth of insights alld the audacity with which she articulates 
the struggles of native Hawaiian people with colonization and, hence, the 
struggles of all indigenous pcoples as well. 

Mt'yer's epistemic audacity in IIsing Hawaiian indigenous epistemology 
to counter vVestem conventional wisdom and hierarchy is seen and felt 
evell ill tht' organization of the book. For instance, instead of "chapters," 
the first sevcnty-five pages of the book are organized into parts. The 
"Introduction" and "chapters" appear JIIuch later on page 76. This might 
havt' been the publisher'S dccision rather than Meyer's; still it resonates 
with her political and epistemic activism. The same can be said of her 
choice of a local publisher. Headers more used to the conventional organi
zation of a book, of COllrse, might find this hook not vVt'll organized. 
Howevcr, I would strongly advist' that the reader should judge this book 
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not by its organization but by its contents. The knowledge contailwd in it 
is profound making this a wonderful introductory text on IIawaiian/Pasiflkal 
indigenous epistemology. Adding to the book's value is Meyer's use of 
excellent examples from I lawai ian language to illustrate the depth amI indi
geneity of Hawaiian cpistelllolo!-,'Y' For example, on page 96, she lists with 
English definitions twenty-eight types of 'ike, "knowledge" in Hawaiian 
epistemoloh'Y' There are, for instance, 'ike hmw (knowledge gained by 
experience), 'ike [all (knowledge flowering), and 'ike 'It/wne (soul knowl
edge). Although on Hawaiian epistemology, hence indigenous epistemolo
gy, in terms of merit, this book ranks with introductory texts Oil Western 
epistemology such as A Guide through the Theory (!f Knowledge (1997) by 
Adam Mortoll and Knowledge Puzzles: An Introduction to Epistemology 
(1996) by Stephen Hetherington. 

Meyer, indubitably, is among the few leading native scholars of Hawaiian 
as well as indigenous epistemologies, I highly recommend her book as an 
excellent starting point for anyone journeying to know about both native 
Hawaiian and indigenous epistemologies. 
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Erratum 

The article by lIiihmga 'OkusitiJlo Mahilla, E'ntit\ed Ta, Va, and Manoa: 
Tcmporality, Spatiality, and Indigencity, that appears in the August/ 
])ecemlwr 2010 issue of Pacific Studies containE'd an error. On page 18.5, ill 
tilt' third paragraph, the third sentt-'Ilce should havE' rcad: "By intrinsic quali
ties, rt'fcrence is madt' to such (lualitit,s as tat(lIl (symmetry), potupotutatau 
(harmony), and malic (beauty) intt-'fIlal to art, On the othE'r hand, thc extrin
sic (lualitit's arc /lUlfmlll (warmth), vela (fit'rincss), and tauelangi (climaxed 
e latioJl)," 
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